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ABSTR,ACT

Self-adjoint systems and non self-adjoint systems are two types of systems arising from structura^l

dynarnics. Most systems encountered in structural dyna.rnics are self-adjoint in character. This
character is due to their conservative nature of these systems. Ilowever, in the presence of some

non-conservative forces, for example, the circulatory forces or forces associated with fl.utter, the

systems become non self-adjoint. In this thesis, both self-adjoint and non self-adjoint spinning

Timoshenko beam systems are investigated thoroughly. Fund"mental mathematical concepts

on adjoints of operators and matrix operators are defined and described. General analytical
approaches based on modal analysis to solve these two types of systetns are presented.

As au application of self-adjoint problems, dyner''ic analysis involving free vibration and forced

vibration is carried out for a spinning Timoshenko beatn system with general boundary con-

ditions. System equations of motion are formulated from both the inertial coordinate frame

approach and the rotating coordinate frame approach. In the free vibration analysis, frequency

equations and mode shapes are derived for the six complete sets of general classical boundary

conditions. A sit"Flified solution for free vibration is achieved for a simply-supported spinning

Timoshenko ber.r' and a linearized expression to caJculate the natural frequencies is also pre-

sented in this case. The advantage of this linearized expression is that it is very easy to use

and yet suffi.ciently accurate for engineering purposes. In the forced vibration analysis, dynamic

response under a moving load is calculated analytically for four boundary conditions which do

not involve rigid body motion. Both in plane and out of plane defl.ections are presented.

For a spinning beam, it is necessary to study the relationship between the frequencies and mode

shapes calculated from the inertial frame approach and the rotating frame approach. In this
thesis, it is proved ihat the frequencies obtained from these two formulations are different by a
spin-rate O while the mode shapes are identical. In addition, the work clarifies some concepts

on critical speeds for a spinning Timoshenko beam system. Criiical speeds are calculated for
the six bounda,ry conditions.

As an application of non self-adjoint problems, the free and forced vibration analyses are carried

out for a cantilever spinning Timoshenko beam system subjected to both concentrated follower



forces and distributed follower forces. Due to the presence of the follower forces, the system

becomes non self-adjoint. The eigenpairs, comprising the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of both
ihe original and the adjoint systerns are computed via a series-type solutiou for the most general

case. In the free vibration analysis, only the eigenpairs associated with the original system are

required to obtain the system's natural frequencies a¡rd mode shapes. On the other hand, in
performing the forced vibration analysis, it is necessary to use the eigenpairs of the adjoint
system as well. In response calculation, an exponentially decreasing type of trattsverse force is

considered. With the presence of the follower forces, the system may exhibit a flutter instability
if ihe magnitudes of the follower forces are suffciently la.rge. The critical points pertaining to
the onset of instability are presented.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Prologue

The dynamic analysis of spinning beam systems has been the focus of attention by many re-

searchers for more than a century. This is due to the cornrnon occurance of spinning beam

systems in engineering equipment. Typical s¡a"'ples of such systems a¡e the motion of a missile

as it propagates in space, a rotating workpiece during a machining operation and rotating shafts

in hydro-electric por¡¡er systems.

Although the resea¡ch on spinning beam systems has been very extensive, the vast majority is

limited to analyzing the beam using a simple beam theory, the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory.

There are two problems with this simplifi.ed modeling. One is that this beam theory is only

valid for slender ber.t''s aud the other is that only lower frequencies can be predicted accurately

using this beam theory. With the increase in rotational speed and higher precision requirements

in the operation, information on the higher frequency range is desirable. Therefore, a more

complex beam theory, the Timoshenko bea"' theory, is necessary. This beam theory takes

into accouni both the rotary inertia and the shear deformation efiect so that this theory can

cover a full range of bea*s, from slender to stubby ones. The theory predictes the information

on high frequency rânge behaviour accurately. In the Euler-Bernoulli beam modelling of a

spinning beam system, there are only two system variables, i.e. the transverse defl.ections in

the two perpendicular planes. 'When the Timoshenko beam model is adopted, however, the

number of system variables increases to four, the two transverse deflections as well as their two



corresponding bending angles. These four variables are highly coupled. Thus, solutions of such

a system of equations become very complicated. Most analyses on spinning Timoshenko be"'.t

systerns so far are achieved through numerical methods such as the finite element method and the

t¡ansfer matrix method. Very little work has been done to achieve an analytical solution except

for a spinning Timoshenko be"."' with the simply-supported boundary condition. Therefore,

accurate dynrttic analysis on spinning Timoshenko be".rn systems via an analytical approach

remains an area for further investigation.

There are two types of systems arising from structural dynar"ics, the self-adjoint systems and

the non self-adjoint systems. Most problems encountered in structural dyna'nics a¡e self-adjoint

systems. A spinning beam system, which is a gyroscopic system, is a self-adjoint system when

subjected to conservative forces. A special type of load acting on the bea"' is a moving force,

a force acting perpendicular to the bea'n and moving from one end to the other at a certain

speed. Such a system is a self-adjoint system and can be considered as a crude model of a lathe

machining process.

Non self-adjoint systems arise from non-conservative forces. An elastic system subjected to

follower forces is a classical problem of non-conservative systems. In the presence of follower

forces, the system becomes non self-adjoint. Follower forces acting on a spinning bearn are

forces along the beam and following the deformation of the beam so that the direction of the

forces are always tangential to the beam. Typical exa,mples of a spinning beam system under

follower forces in practice are the aerodynamic drag forces acting on the body of fl.ighi vehicles,

forces acting on a rotor in turbines, automatic control systems and other systems with possible

positive feedback. Thus, the study of such a system is becoming increasingly important in

modern engineering usage as more complex systems are developed.



L.2 Literature Survey

In this sectioo, a literature survey on the work related to the self-adjoint and non self-adjoint

spinning Timoshenko bear'l systems will be reviewed.

To trace the literature on the work related to spinning Timoshenko be"rns, it is necess¿üy

to look at the development of research on stationary Timoshenko be"."'s first. The study of

free vibrations of a stationary Timoshenko bea.rn can be traced back to the middle of this

century when Kruszewski (1949) obtained the frequency equations for the fixed-free and the

free-free beams. Anderson (1953) and Dolph (1954) presented general solutions for the simply-

supported boundary condition. An almost complete theoretical treatment of the problem was

published. by Trail-Nash and. Collar (1953), who gave the frequency equations and mode shapes

for all six types of boundary conditions, namely, simply-supported or hinged-hinged, hinged-

free, free-free, fixed-fixed, fixed-free and fixed-hinged. Eowever, they only presented results for

half of the mode shapes as those associated with the bending slope were not derived. Using a

more systematic approach, Euang (1961) independently resolved this problem, again for the six

boundary conditions. Eis analysis was complete, both with regard to the frequency equations

and the mode shapes. With the exception of the simply-supported beam, the solution of the

frequency equations requires a fair amount of computational efiort as they are transcendental in

nature. This led to the populariiy of approximate techniques, mainly based otr energy methods,

for analysis and solution. Huang (1958) and later, Hurty and Rubenstein (1964) gave some

results for the simply-supported beam. Carr (1970) presented solutions for all the six boundary

conditions. The study of stationary Timoshenko beam was also extended to a beam with axial

loads as reflected in the work by Abramovich (1992).

Having surveyed the work on stationary Timoshenko beams, the development for spinning beams



may be considered. A lot of work has been carried out on the vibration analysis of spinniug

be".ttts. Among the work, the Euler-Bernoulli betttt theory is the most cornrnonly used to de-

scribe the beam due to the simplicity of this be"'.' model. A very complete study of rotating

shafts using the simpler Euler-Bernoulli beam model, is surn'narized in the book by Diment-

berg (1961). The study of spinning, finite beam* using the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory was

treated in a comprehensive manner by Bauer (1980) where he derived the relationship between

natural frequencies of a spinning be^* and a stationary one. His analysis is valid for any of the

classical boundary conditions. Filipich et. al. (1987) extended Bauer's method to analyze the

free vibration of an elastically restrained, spinning Euler-Bernoulli beam, taking into account the

orthotropic properties of the supports. The analytical analysis on spinning beams using higher

order beat', theories, namely, the Rayleigh bearn theory and the Timoshenko be".t t theory is not

very well studied due to the complexity of the solutions. Unlike the Timoshenko beam theory,

Rayleigh beam theory takes into account only the rotary inertia while the shear deformation is

neglected. Lee et. al. (1988) obtained the frequency equations and mode shapes for the simply-

supported and fixed-free Rayleigh beams. For spinning Timoshenko beams, Katz et. al. (1988)

solved free and forced vibrations for the simply-supported boundary condition using an integral

transform technique. A difierent approach, one based on the physically more meaningful modal

analysis, was presented by Han and h (L992). In their solution for the frequency response of a

simply-supported Timoshenko bea'n, they gave exact results for the first two frequencies with

respect to the spinning speed. Argento and Scott (1992) adopted multi-integral transforms to

evaluate the dynamic response of a spinning Timoshenko beam subjected to an accelerating

distributed surface force, again for the simply-supported boundary condition. Most work on

spinning Timoshenko be".ttts is conducted using a numerical approach. Eowever, a significant

breakthrough was recently achieved by Zu and Han (1992), (1993a) using an analytical approach



to solve a spinning Timoshenko bea- system with general boundary conditions. Both free vi-

bration and forced vibration analyses were performed in their work. It is worth mentioning

that further investigation on spinning Timoshenko be".t''s are spinning bea.rns with axiat load-

ing. Choi et. al. (1992) derived the equations of motion of a spinning Timoshenko bea- with

axial load using Lagrangian formulations. Chen and Keer (1993) applied Harnil¡e¡1:s Principle

to obtain the equations of motion for a rotating twisted Timoshenko bea"' under axial loading.

An interesting usage of the axial impulses 'tñ¡as demonstrated by Collins et. al. (1991) to deiect

cracks in a rotating Timoshenko beam.

One of the important applications of vibration analysis to spinning beams is the rotating shaft

systems, namely, rotordynamics. Therefore, it is worth surveying the literature on rotordynam-

ics. Rotordynamics has been developed for more than a century and there are many excellent

reports in this area. Eshleman (1978) did a thorough review on the dyna"'ics of rotor-bearing

systems. In the book by Rao (1983), he gave ¿ s6"''plete description of every aspect of rotor-

dyna'nics. Crandall (1990) presented an overview on the developement of rotordynamcs in the

pæt, present and possible future. Recently, a complete review of the state of the art of rotor-

dyn".r''ics was reported by Sankar (1991). An insight of rotordyna'nics was reported by Adams

and Padova^n (1981) and by Bremer (1992). Other typical pieces of work on rotordynamics were

reflected in Lund and Orcutt (1967), Diken and Tadjbakhsh (1989), Gliwice (1991a), (1991b),

(1991c) and Wilgen (1979). For rotor-bearing systems, analytical solutions are very difficult to

obtain except for the work by Lee and Jei (1988). In their work, a continuous rotor-bearing sys-

tem was analyzed using a Rayleigh beam model and ihe patterns of natural frequencies changing

as a result of the effects of asy.''t''stry in boundary conditions were studied. Numerical approach

is the main tool used to analyze rotor-bearing systems. Among these numerical approximations,

the finite element method is perhaps the most comrnonly used and the most powerful method



as demonstrated in the work by Nelson (1980), Saurer et. al. (1989). Hashish and Sankar (1984)

solved a spinning Timoshenko beam system under stochastic loading conditions using a finiie

element procedure. They analyzed a flexible rotor bearing system, taking into account both the

linear and non-linear stiffnesses and bearing support flexibility. Leung and Fung (1988), using

a finite element precedure, presented natural frequency results for general spinning space struc-

tures based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. Three dimensional ûnite elements were also

introduced to model the shafts and rotors. For s¡ample, Stephenson el. at. (1989) introduced

an axisyrn"'etric solid harmonic element to model the rotors. Geradin and Kill (1984) formed a

3-D finite element model of rotors using both an inertial coordinate frame formulation and a ro-

tating coordinate frame formulation. In their work, a reduction of the system degrees of freedom

was achieved using the component mode method for stability analysis. Further, critical speeds

were calculated by the classical sweeping procedure. In addition to the finite element method,

transfer matrix method and the modal reduction technique et. al. are also cornrnonly adopted

in rotordynarnics as shown in the work by \Mu and Flowers (1992), Subbiah et. al. (1989) and

Shiau and Hwang (1989).

In rotordynamics, critical speed is one of ihe main concerûs for engineers and researchers as it

is an important piece of information for a spinning shaft system. Huang and Huang (1967) used

a Timoshenko be""t model to obtain analytically the angular precession and critical speeds of

a two-bearing machine with an overhung weight. Nelson and McVaugh (1976) analyzed a rotor

including both rotary inertia and shear efects using the finite element modelling and calculated

the natural frequencies and mode shapes. Based on their work, Childs and Graviss (1982) gave

the equations to find the forward and backward criiical speeds. Eshleman and Eubanks (1969)

made an analytical study on the effect of axial torque on the critical speeds of a continuous rotor.

Shortly after their work, Chivens and Nelson (1975) performed an analytical investigation into



the influence of disk flexibiliiy on the frequencies and critical speeds. It is well known that for

an Euler-Bernoulli beam, there exist both forward and backward critical speeds. For a spinning

Timoshenko bea-, however, Porat and Niv (1971) showed that such a ber.- with a simply-

supported boundary condition can only exhibit forward precession resooance, namely, forward

critical speeds. It was proved by Han, Zv and Lu (1993) that the saûle conclusion can be drawn

for a spinning Timoshenko be^"'' with general boundary conditions.

In this thesis, a moving force is the external force considered in the dyna"''ic response analysis for

a spinning Timoshenko beam. Therefore, it is necessary to review the work related to a moving

load. Most studies on the dynamic response of a beam system subjected to moving forces are

concentrated on a non-rotating structure, such as in the case of vehicular tra^ffic on a bridge. A

very comprehensive treatise on this subject was published by Fryba (1972). Steele (1967) used a

series solution to solve the simply-supported long beam with a high velocity moving cencentrated

load. Later, he (1968) obtained the asymptotic solutions for a semi-infinite Timshenko beam

with a moving force. Florence (1965) employed a wave solution to solve a similar problem. Using

a fi.nite element method, Hino, Yoshimura et. al. (1984), (1985) did a series of investigations

on the vibrations of a bridge which is subjected to a moving vehicle load. In their work,

geometric non-linearity was considered and ra,ndom vibraiion rras also analyzed. Recently, Lin

and Trethewey (1990) investigated the moving force problem where the force travels with a

progrâ.rnrned servo/feedback controlled motion proflle. There were some investigations on the

dynamic response of a spinning beam subjected to moving forces. Huang and Chen (1990)

presented the work on a spinning asyrnmetric beam loaded by moving ha¡monic forces. Han &

Zu (1993a) solved a simply-supported spinning Timoshenko beam subjected to a moving force

using the modal expansion technique.

Another important aspect considered in this thesis is the non self-adjoint systems. Over the



last few decades, efiorts have been made by both mathematicians and engineers to understand

self-adjoint systems and non self-adjoint systerns. Leipholz (1975) introduced the definition

of a general self-adjointness and defined coaservative elastic systerns of the first and second

kind. Certain non-conservative problems were discussed by Plaut (L972) to determine necessary

conditions for two types of instability to occur. It was pointed out by La''czos (1964) that some

self-adjoint problems may appear to be non self-adjoint mathematically during the formulation.

Friedman (1951) showed that the adjoint of a bounded linea¡ operator always exists. Gohberg

and Krein (1965) did a comprehensive mathematical study on non self-adjoint linear operators.

Dunford and Schwartz (1988) demonstrated how to calculate the formal adjoint of an ordinary

differential operator. A general non self-adjoint eigenvalue problem was exa.nined by Prasad and

Herrmann (1969). Meirovitch (1980) gave a brief introduction on non self-adjoint systems in his

book and applied the theory to the flutter analysis of a cantilever aircraft *iog. Treatment of

control of non self-adjoint distributed systems was discussed by Meirovitch and Silverberg (1985).

Leipholz (1983) applied ihe modal approach to analyze the stability of certain non self-adjoint

problems in elasto-dynarnics. Ean and Zu (1993b) extended the concept of non self-adjointness

in structural dyna'nics to handling differential matrix operators. They suggested a way to

construct the adjoint system.

A typical non self-adjoint system is an elastic system involving follower forces. There are sev-

eral books on elastic stability by Bolotin (1963), Zieglet (1968), Leipholz (1970), (1980) and

Euseyin (1978), (1986), where they analyzed the siability of an elastic rod subjected to concen-

trated follower forces. The use of the concept of adjointness in a follower force system was first

mentioned by Nemat-Nasser and Eerrmann (1966). They attempted to offer a physical interpre-

tation of the original and adjoint systems by associating them with an energy sink and an energy

source respectively. Further extension to handle a follower force system in the form of a tangen-



tial end torque and the follower-type surface tractions was presented by Nemat-Nasser (1968).

A generalized method to formulate systems subjected to the follower-type surface tractious was

proposed by Prasad and Eer¡mann (1969). The ûeld of dyna'nic analysis of non self-adjoint sys-

tems, mainly systems of beams under follower forces, has been investigated in depth by Leipholz

and his co-workers. A thorough review on Leipholzts research was given by Gladwell (1990).

Natural frequencies of a be"."t subjected to distributed follower forces were solved by Leipholz

and Mada,n (1975), dyna."'ic response computations by Leipholz (1986) and also, by Afagh and

Leipholz (1990), and response due to transverse shock loads by Afagh and Lee (1991). All these

studies are based on the Euler-Bernoulli bea- theory. Using a finiie element technique, Le-

ung (1988) obtained natural frequencies of a follower force system modeled by the Timoshenko

beam element. Zt, Han and Willia,ms(1993b) employed a series solution and modal expansion

technique to solve a spinning Timoshenko beam system subjected to distributed follower forces.

In addition to beam type of structures subjected to concentrated end follower forces, other kinds

of structures under follower forces have also been studied. Altman and Oliveira (1988), (1990)

studied the vibraiion and stability of cantilevered cylindrical shell panels under follower forces.

The stability of cantilever plates subjected to biaxial subtangential loading was investigated by

Farshad (1978).

From the above literature review, the following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) The study of spinning beam systems using the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory has been very

extensive.

(2) Numerical methods have been the main tool to solve spinning bea'" systems using Timo-

shenko beam model.

(3) Anafytical approaches to solve spinning Timoshenko beam systems have been mainly lim-

ited to beams with the simply-supported boundary condition.



(a) Although the study of non self-adjoint systems has been quiie extensive mathematically,

there is still much work to be done on using the concepi of adjointness to solve engineering

Problettt".

(5) The dyn^.'nic analysis of bea.t''s under follower forces is primarily restricted to stationary

Euler-Bernoulli bea"'s. A spinning Timoshenko bearn subjected to follower forces was not

investigated until the work reported in this dissertation.

1.3 Scope of fnvestigation and Thesis Layout

There are three main parts in this thesis: Chapter 2: Self-adjoint Spinning Timoshenko Beam

Systems, Chapter 3: Precession Frequencies and Critical Speeds of Spinning Timoshenko Beam

Systems, and Chapter 4z Non Self-adjoint Spinning Timoshenko Beam Systems.

In chapter 2, a general description of self-adjoint systems is presented both in terms of the

physical and the mathematical aspects. As an application of seif-adjoint systems, a spinning

Timoshenko beam with general boundary conditions is investigated. The equations of motion are

formulated from both an inertial coordinate frame and a rotating coordinate frame. In free vibra-

tion analysis, the frequency equations to caJculate natural frequencies and equations to calculate

the mode shapes are derived for the six general classical boundary conditions, namely, simply-

supported or hinged-hinged, hinged-free, free-free, fixed-fixed, fixed-free and fixed-hinged. A

linearized expression to calculate lower frequencies is derived for the simply-supported case. In

forced vibration analysis, a modal expansion technique is applied to differential operators to

solve the response. Dynamic response of a spinning Timoshenko beam subjected to a moving

load is computed for four boundary conditions which do not involve rigid body motion.

In chapter 3, precession frequencies and precession modes are defined for a spinning body. The
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relationships between the precession frequencies and the precession modes caJculated from the

inertial frame approach and the rotating frame approach are obtained. It is shown that the

frequencies obtained from the two approaches difier by the spin-rate O. On the other hand, the

mode shapes deternined from these two approaches remain unchanged. Following the discussion

of precession frequencies and modes, the critical speeds are evaluated for such a system with six

classical bounda,ry conditions. It is proven that for a spi''ning Timoshenko beam with general

boundary conditions, the backward critical speeds do not exist.

ln chapter 4, Ihe concept of non self-adjointness in structural dynamics is extended to handle

diferential matrix operators. A thorough mathematical discussion is made on the concepts

of adjointness. Also, a direct approach to compute ihe formal adjoint of a differential matrix

operator is proposed. The biorthogonality conditions existent for non self-adjoini systems are

presented. A very powerful and unified method to solve general non self-adjoint problems as well

as self-adjoint problems in structural dynamics is proposed. As an application to non self-adjoint

system, a clamped-free spinning Timoshenko bea' subjected to both concentrated end follower

forces and distributed follower forces is analyzed. The free vibration analysis is carried out

via the eigenanalysis of the original system. A series-type solution is obtained to compute the

eigenvalues and eigenvectors. In performing the forced vibration analysis, the eigenpairs of the

adjoint system are necessarily obiained. .A.pplying the unified method to solve non self-adjoint

problems, the dynar''ic response for such a system subjected to exponentially decreasing type of

transverse load is evaluated. Critical follower forces and the critical Rayleigh beam coefficient

at which the flutter-type instability occurs are evaluated.

Finally, in chapter 5, an overall summary of the thesis is given and general conclusions f¡om this

doctoral research are drawn. Future work is also suggested.

11



CHA.PTER, 2

SELF-ADJOINT SPINNING TIMOSHENKO BEAM SYSTEMS

In this chapter, self-adjoint spinning Timoshenko bea"' systems are investigated. At first, a

general discussion on self-adjoint problems in structural dyna"'ics is made. As an application

to self-adjoint systerns, a spinning Timoshenko ber- system with general classical boundary

conditions is introduced and a complete dyna."'ic analysis involving free vibration and forced

vibration of such a system is carried out.

2.1 Self-adjoint Problems in Structural Dynamics

Most problems encountered in structural d.ynamics are self-adjoint problems. Physically, self-

adjointness is due to the presence of sy.tt..tstry in the system as a consequence of the Betti-

Maxwell reciprocity theorem.

Mathematically, a self-adjoint problem can be described by an inner-product definition of the

associated operator. First, let us define an inner product. Consider a one dimensional beam

problem. The inner product of two arbitrary functions aandó, which are functions of the space

variable z, is given by:

6(z)a(z)dz (1)(o, b) : 
Io'

T2



where (, ) denotes inner product, I is the length of the be^", and 6 is the complex conjugate of

ô. Now consider a linear operator L, the following relationship holds true if .t is self-adjoint:

(a, Lbl : (La, b) (2)

It is clear that for a self-adjoint operator, not only .[ - L* , but also the boundary conditions

fot L",, L ate the sa"'e. The self-adjoint definition also indicates that the application of the

operator L on a and ó is interchangeable. This interchangeability shows the sy"'"'etry of the

operator .L , which is consistent wiih the sy",t tetry from the physical meaning.

Most probletn* from structural dynamics have more than one system variable. Therefore, a

difierential matrix operator needs to be introduced. As the name implies, a differential matrix

operator is a matrix whose elements are composed of differential operators. First, let us define

two arbitrary vector functions {ø} and {ä} of dimension r¿:

suchthat a;,tb;(i:1r.--,n) arefunctionsof thespacevariablez. Theinnerproductof the

two vectors is defined as:

6¿(z)a;(z) d,z

(3)

({o},{ó}) :Ð,,' (4)

Now introduce a matrix operator lA(I;¡)] of dimensios rn x m. Each element of [á], l¿¡, is a

linear operator. If [,4] is a self-adjoint matrix operator, the following relationship is true for

arbitrary vector functions {ø} and {ô}:
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({a}, [.a]{ó}) : ([á]{"}, {ó}) (5)

An important cha¡acteristic for self-adjoint systems is that there exist orúåogoa ality conditions

afnong the eigenvectors. A general form of the eigeuvalue problem for a structural dynr¡',ic

problem is given by:

^,.[M]{W}* 
: lKl{W},", rn : *lrL2r... (6)

where.\- is the r¿th eigenvalue, {W}", denotes the rnth eigenvectotr[M) is the generalized

mass matrix and [I{] is the generalized stiffness matrix. Generally speaking, [M]and[K] are

difierential matrix operators. Elowever, when a continuous system is simulated by a discretized

model, [M]and [K] become constant matrices. Therefore, constant matrices can be considered

as a special case of general differential matrix operators. Invoking normality conditions, the

following orthonormality conditions exist for a self-adjoint system:

([M]{W},., {W} ") 
: 6,nn,

([K]{W},, {W}") : À*6*n,

in which 6,nn is the kronecker delta, namely,

rrL)rL - +lr+2r. ..

rÍLrrù : *1,,+2r...

(7)

(8)

,-,:{T i:!:l
Having illustrated the basic concepts of self-adjoint problems in structura.l dyna'nics, a self-

adjoint, spinning Timoshenko beam system with general boundary condition will be investigated

in this chapter.

L4



2.2 Forrnulations

In dynamic problems involving spinning bodies, two approaches to formulate the equations of

motion ¿ù!e cornrnonly adopted: the fixed or inertial coordinate f¡ame formulatioa and the rotat-

ing coordinate fra"te formulation. Since the structure is rotating, the rotating frame approach

is more natural. This approach can easily handle non-circular cross-section as its moment of

inertia remains constant. Anisotropy can also be conveniently incorporated as it does not lead to

periodic inertia and time dependent stiffness coefrcients which would appear if the ineriial frame

is employed. Eowever, in relating the motion in the rotating frame to the inertial frame, we

must produce expressions relating the motion components of the rotating and the fixed systems

of axes. Therefore, the equations of motion could be more complex. On the other hand, the

inertial frame-based equations of motion can be simpler in the expression, for example, in the

case of an isotropic shaft and or the case of axisytr,-etric beams. In this section, the equations of

motion for a spinning Timoshenko beam are developed from both the inertial coordinate frame

approach and the rotating coordinate frame approach.

Figure 1 depicts a finite beam of length / spinning along its longitudinal a;ns OZ at a con-

stant angular velocity O. There are two frames of reference, the inertial frame OXY Z and the

rotating frame Orgz. Observe that these two coordinates share a cornrnon origin O and OZ

axis coincides wiih Oz ax,s. The rotating frame Otyz is rotating at the angular velocity O

about Oz aæ,s. There is also a third frame of referenc" O€qC, which is not shown on the figure.

This frame is called the body-fixed frame because it follows the motion of the beam completely.

The introduction of this frame is strictly for relating the kinematical quantities. External forces

py andpy are applied to ihe beam, which act along the OX andOY directions.

There are four independent variables for a spinning beatn system: two transverse deflections
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Figure 1. A spinning beam and its frames of reference

along two perpendicular directions and two bending angles corresponding to the deflections.

Note that these variables are defined differently for the two fra.rnes of reference.

An energy approach via Eamilton's Principle is used to derive the equations of motion. The

formulation of the kinetic energy involves describing the interaction between the rigid body mo-

tion charactenzed by the prescribed rotation and the elastic body deformation via a translation

of the mass center of an element and the rotation of the deformed section. Since the angular

velocity changes continuously with time and also changes f¡om cross-section to cross-section, it

is necessary to calculate the local angular velocity in terms of the four system variables defined

in ihe fra-e of reference being considered. As we know, a systemts kinetic energy is calculated

in a general form as:
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tTt _
!- põT Jõdz (e)

where p, A, J are the mass densitS the cross-sectional area and the inertia tensor. vandõ

are the velocity vector of ihe mass center and the angular velocity vector of each cross-section

respectively. The first term in the kinetic energy expression is the kinetic energy of translation

and the second term is the kinetic energy of rotation. According to Newtonts second law, both

the velocity vector and the angular velocity vector are the absolute quantities, which means that

they are quantities measured in the inertial reference frame. To avoid handling time-dependeni

quantities, it is required that the inertia tensor be expressed in the body-fixed coordinate. As a

result, the angular velocity vector must aJso be referred to the body-fixed frame. If a particular

set of body axes ¿r,re chosen so that the inertia matrix reduces to a diagonal form, the kinetic

energy expression can be further simplified. 'We call these axes principal axes. In this case, J is

expressed as:

J_ (10)

where I¡., IrandIç are moments of inertia about the principal axes €rrt, C. Then, the angular

velocity vector õ should be expressed accordingly:

(11)

T l"' oovrvd'z *t I,

t)l 
-

Iç 0 0l
0 h 0l
o o r,l

{ i',,}

Sometimes, it is advantageous to convert a vector into a matrix format for easier calculation.

Denoting the matrix form of ã by O, we have,

t7



o-

Notice that O is a skew-sym-metric matrix.

velocity matrix O can be calculaied by:

From the theory of rigid body dyna'.'ics, the angular

O: -ÈR,?

-uç uq 1

O -r"l
ue ol

0

Uç

-uq

(12)

(13)

where R is a matrix of direction cosines. This matrix relates the set of inertial axes XrY,, Z

with the body-fixed axes {, 4, (. The latter is obtained from the former by means of three

successive rotations about each of three a¡ces. These three rotations are expressed by the matrix

transformations called rotation matrices Rr, Rz, R3. Then, R is computed by:

R: RsRzRr (14)

Thus, once the three rotations are defined, the kinetic energy of rotation can be obtained easily.

2.2.L fnertial Coordinate trYame Formulation

In the inertial coordinate frame, the two transverse deflections along OX, OY directions are

represented by ø¡, uy ar..d their corresponding bending angles by rþx, ry'y. Taking into account

the shear deformations, the relationships between the bending angles and the shear angles are

given by:
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, ?uxt4x: * +Ax

, ?uv9Y: * +Qv
(15)

where þy an.dÓv *. shear angles defined in the inertial coordinate system. The velocity vector

v in Equaúion (9) c"t' be easily found in this case in terms of the inertial coordinate expression

as:

(16)

To caJculate the angular velocity vector õ, three successive rotations from the inertial frar.re

to the body-fixed frame are defined as: a rotation of -rþv about the inertial frame X-axis,

a rotation of tþx about the rotating frame g-axis, and a rotation of Oú about the body-fixed

frame (-.*it. In the following analysis, we assume that the rotations due to elastic deformations

are small quantities. Therefore, the three rotation matrices are given by:

Rr: (17)

Rz: (18)

":{ I}:{î}

1 0 0l
o 1-+ -.þv 

I0 ,þv L-+)
L-+ o ,þ* Io 1 ol
-,þx o t-+J
cosOÍ sinOú Ol

-sinOf cosOf 0 
|0 0 1l

Rg:

19
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Using Equations (12), (13) and (1a) and neglecting terms higher than the second order terms,

the angular velocity vector can be derived as:

":{ fiïi".i:'."J'i:\

ll

(20)

Now defi.ne the moments of inertia of a cross-section in the ineriial frame Ix, fy,, Ixv, Iz. They

a¡e related to /ç, I* Iç byz

;l 
:

Ix lxv
Ixv Iv
00

cosOf sinf,)l

-sinf}t cosOf

00
(21)

0

0

I,

IÊ

0

0

0

In

0

Notice that if the cross section is not axisy'nr"stric, -I¡, Iyr lxy are periodic in time. Substi-

tuting Equations (16), (20) and (21) ir;to Equaúion (9), the kinetic energy can be derived in

terms of variables defined in the inertial coordinate as:

T : Tt *7" tT" *Tn (22)

in which
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rftTr:) I oA(ù,2*+ù2")dz" 2Jo'

lrI,, : 
ï, J, o (n,i'k + t*,tî + z Ixy1þx,i,r) a"

(23)
ftT"- I pIzÙrþvrþxdz

Jo

1rTn: I pIsQ2dz
Jo

where Tt,,T,andTn are the translational kinetic energy, the rotational kinetic energy and the

centrifugal kinetic energy respectively. The term ?," is a constant and therefore has no contri-

butions to the final equations of motion. Thus it will be dropped.

The elastic potential energy LI", considering shear deformation, is given by:

u":U 
I,' 

,lt.rþ), ++rfff]a,
(24)

*; l, *cllø* - fff + (,þv - Yrlo,

where .E is the Young's modulus, G is the shear modulus and rc is the shear coefficient. The

work W',, don.e by the external forces py, çty, is:

Wp:pxuxlpyuv

Again, we notice that if the cross-section is not axisyrnmstric, both the kinetic energy and the

elastic energy are periodically dependent on time, resulting in the equations of motion of the
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Mathieu type. Ilowever, if the cross-section is axisyrnrnetric: any axes in the plane of a cross

section and through the mass center are principal axes, and. thus:

[e:Ir-Ix:Iv:I

In this case, applying Hamilton's Principle, the equations of motion are obtained as:

(26)

ô'ux , nG (r%_ ôþ'\ :px/pAAt, - pI, \, a( - aC" ):
7'uy -rG (,ôrþ" _ Azøy\ _-F* o* \'rc -ãg):PvlPA

ô'.þx , QJ, ôtþy E }'rþx , nAG (,^,._ Azx\ _Ë+--di- rFæ+ p, (,ø'-Ë):o
ô'.þv QJ, ôtþx E 0'lþ" rcAG (, , âry\
Ë--fr-Ð- ,pæ+ o, ('ø" -É):o

where ( - zll is the non-dimensional length variable.

(27)

(28)

(2e)

(30)

2.2.2 Rotating Coordinate Frame Formulation

In the rotating coordinate frame, ?L¿¡ üs represent the two elastic displacements of the beam

along Ot, Oy directions *drþ,t IÞy ate their corresponding bending angles. The bending angles

are related to the shear angles ór, ó, by,

1þ, :

tþs :

ôu-; +ó,
oz

0u",

;+óu
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The velocity vector v expressed in terms of the rotating coordinate is:

":{ ;' }:{ ::.,:?"} (32)

The three rotations from the inertial fr".'ne to the body-fixed frame a.re: a rotation of O¿ about

OZ-ax,s,,a rotation ol. -tþs about the rotating z-axis and. a rotation oÍ -rþ" about the body-

fixed 7-axis. Then, the three rotation matrices are:

Rr:
cosOf sinOf

-sin0f cosOf

00
(33)

Rz:

Rs:

10
0 L-+
g ,l,u

L-+ 0

01
,þ, 0

0

-rþy

L-+

-rþ,
0

1,-+

:l

l

l

(34)

(35)

Substituting the above equations into -Equation (7\ and neglecting terms higher than the second

order, the angular velocity vector is derived as:

í -'þu -'þ"Q I_tt:{ ,þ"-rþuî 
II rt -+-$¡a-.,Ì,n,t',)

Using Equation (9), the kinetic energy can be obtained as:
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T:7,+Ts+T.*Tn (37)

in which

r" : t lo' lon'toal + e.;f,) - re,þ? - raþll dz

rn-Ilo'eka,a,

where ?" is the relative kinetic energy, Tn is the gyroscopic kinetic energy rod ?" is the cen-

trifugal kinetic energy. Again the term Tn car- be omitted.

The elastic energy úr" is calculated by:

,, : 
T lr' o (or', + Aù2, + Ir,i,? + tq$l) a"

,o : Ir' lo on(-ú,uu * úuu,) t pe (-rrr¡,,,,þu + tç$or¡,)l a,

(38)

u":t I,
' ,|,,(Wy *,,t*r")'"*" l, *celu,, -þr +þþ" -*r)0" (se)

The work Wp, done by external forces which are expressed in the rotating coordinate as p" andpy

is:

Wp: pxuz * pyuc (40)

transformation. Now applyingwhere p,t ps are obtained from px¡ pv through a coordinate
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f,a.rnilfo¡ts Principle and considering a ber-m with axisyrnrnetric cross-section, the equations of

motion for a spinning Timoshenko bea- in the rotating coordinate formulation are derived as:

k-rn*-dt2u,.#W -æ):p"lpA

-æ):p.tPA

-0

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)

ôr.,þ,

a# -#W.(#*n,) .þ,- rc AG 0u,
pIt Ae

W-#æ.(#*n,) ,þ,-#þ:o

Comparing Equations (27)-(30) a;o.d Equations (a1)-(a4), we notice that the coupling terms due

to the spinning appear in the last two equations for the inertial frame formulation while they

appear in the first two equations for the rotating fr""''e formulation. Also, the equations of

motion from the rotating frame formulation are slightly more complicated than those from the

inertial frame formulation.

2.3 Flee Vibration Analysis

For a spinning beam, each mode shape represents a motion of the spinning body about the

longitudinal, OZ axis, which is called a whirling motion. Therefore, the natural frequencies for

a spinning body are named precession frequencies or whirl speeds and the corresponding mode

shapes are nattred the precession modes. Precession frequencies and precession modes appear

in pairs, the forward precession frequencies and modes and the backward precession frequencies

and modes. The former represent whirling in the same direction as the spinning of ihe beam,
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and the latter represent whirling in the opposite direction of the spinning.

In this section, free vibration analysis is carried out. The frequencies and mode shapes for a

spinning Timoshenko beam are calculated based on the fixed f¡ame formulation for the complete

six sets of general boundary conditions. In a special case, i.e. a system with the simply-

supported boundary condition, a simpüfied solution is obtained. Based on this solution, a

linea¡ized expression to calculate lower frequencies is obtained. FinallS numerical exarnples are

presented and discussions are made.

2.3.L Solutions

As we know, natural frequencies and mode shapes can be obiained from solving for the associated

eigenvalue problem of the system. Ilowever, another approach, which is perhaps simplier and

more straight-forward, will be presented here. Define the following complex variables as:

U:ux*iuy

ú:tþx*itþv (45)

Since only free vibration is studied here, Equations (27) - (30) can be rewritten when the loading

part is removed as:

a2,v .Q J,
at" -' pI

a,ú

At

A2U rcG / -0ú AzU\
at, + 

ot, \tæ - a¡ç, ):o
_ E o'ú -rcAG (,*_ #):,plz 8(z ' pIl

(46)

(47)

Uncoupling itrr and U in Equaúions (46) and (47) yields the followingequations for these variables:
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##-on*#.oA#-,;(, E\ æU

- 

l_
rcG) ôçz 6az

+åatLffi*#W:o (48)

##-on*#.oo#-f('* #)ffi
+;a!;ffi*rj#:o (4e)

The necessary and sufi.cient boundary conditions at ( : (s, where Co : 0, 1 are

(a) Hinged End

U (eo,Í) : o

ü'((o,f) : o

(b) Fixed End

U (eo,ú) : o

V(Co,t): o

(c) Free End

(50)

(51)

(52)

(53)

ìú'((o,f) : 0

ry-ù((o'r):o
(54)

(55)

Assume that the solutions of Equation (48) and (49) are:
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U - Wu(C) "'" 
: Us ¿ikuC .i't

V - W,v(C) 
"u" 

:9s eikvÇ .í't

(56)

(57)

(5e)

where Wu(C) andW,s(C) a,re mode shapes Íor U, ![ variables. LI6 and üo are complex amplitudes,

r¿ is the natural frequency and lcu, åE are coefficients characterizing the normal modes.

Note that Equations (a8) and (a9) are identical in form, therefore kv : kv :,t. Substiiuting

Equations (56) and (57) into Equations (a8) and (49) yields,

aka -bkz +c:0 (58)

where

EI

b-

Inp A

h('**")"
oI QJ,
ft,n - ï;,'

QJ,
T'P A,

-u2

Observe that fr is dependent on the natural frequency ø. The quantity ø is always positive, while

ó and c can take positive or negative values depending on the magnitude of ø. In the following,

a proof will be given to show lhat b2 - 4ac is always positive:
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b2 - 4ac :lh('. å),, - ffi,]' - ^# (** - *,, -,")
& (, *,4. #),r -r*('. å),, ffi,

. ffi - ^#. 
- #,- * nffi (*Ía* *,,)

h ('-,4. #),n -,*(' - #),' ffi,
.ffi,'++4,,

l*(-#),"-ffi"1 *+ffi,,,0

Thus, to solve Equation (58), the following two cases are considered.

Case 1-!F-+"õ>t

(60)

Thisistruefor c ( 0, or ó < 0 andc > 0. Physically, this casewouldcorrespondtolower

frequency vibrations, as evident from Equatioa (59)c. The solutions for lc are given by

Ict,2: *.is¡, 1.s2 (61)

in which

(62)
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From the solution of fr, the mode shapes for U and ![, Wu(Ç andWs(( ) can be expressed as:

Wu (Ò - At cosh(s1O * ,42 sinh(rtO + .24.3 cos ("rO + d sin("2( )

wv (1) : Ái sinh (rr() + A!2 cosh(rt() + á! sin ("2() + Alncosþze )

Note that only half the integration constants ,4r - A+andái - A!4 are independent. By

substituting Equations (6a) and (65) into Equaúions (46), their relations can be obtained as

(64)

(65)

A!: ctAt,

AL: crAz,

AL: 
"rAt

A'+: -czA+
(66)

where

",:* (*"*ï'î)

",:*(#,'-i"t)
(67)

Case2.!@-4a¿<b

This is true for b, c ) 0. Physically, this case would correspond to higher frequency vibrations,

as evident from Equaúion (59)c. Only the k1 solution of fr is modified to

h: ts\ (68)

(6e)

in which

s\=ist-



Wu (C): .4r cos (",'() + ./.2 sin ("i() + á3 cos (rz() * ,4+ sin þre )

W,v (0: Ái sin (ri() + A|cos("iO + á! sin ("rO * ,41 cos ("r( )

As before, the coefi.cients, á1 - A+andA\ - AL a,re related by

The modes shapes are

in which

(70)

(71)

(72)
Alg

AL

A\

Ai

- ï'?)

: c\At,

: -cLAz,

: czAs

: -czA+

,L
v1 

- t8i (** (73)

Expressions for computing natural frequencies and normal modes for a spinning Timoshenko

bert'' subjected to the six classical boundary conditions are listed here. These boundary con-

ditions are, (a) simply-supported or hinged-hinged, (b) hinged-free, (e) free-freu, (d) fixed-fixed

(e) fixed-free, and (f) fixed-hinged. Clearly, other types such as yielding supports can be derived

without too much difficulty.

The application of appropriate boundary conditions (50)-(55) togeiher with integration con-

stants (66) (or (72)) and normal modes Equations (6a) and (65) (or (70) and (71)) to Equa-

úíons (56) and (57) yields for each type of beam, a set of four homogeneous algebraic equations

for the four constants, 1.1 to Aa. The characteristic equations for each case are then obtained by

setting the deierminant of the coefficients of A¿ to zero, and solutions of these equaiions yield
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the natural frequencies. Having computed the eigenvalues, the corresponding eigenfunctions,

normal modes I/(() and !f (O can be evaluated accordingly.

(a) Simply Supported Bearn

Boundary Conditions

wu(o)-Q, wi(o):o

wu(L)-Q, w$(r¡:e
(74)

Natwal -Flequencies

sin(s2) - 0 (75)

Mode Shapes

(b) Hinged-trYee Beam

Boundary Conditions

Wu (C) - [/o sin ("ro

W* (C): rlto cos (s2o

W¿¡ (0) : Q, !7$ (O¡ : 6

w{, (t¡ : s, Irt(l) - tz* (1) : o

(76)

(77)
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Natrural Frequencies

Mode Shapes

where

"r", (|r, + 
"r)siuh(s1)cos(s2) - c2sz(+r, - "r) "orn("r)sin(s1) 

:0,

çrfr -+"">t¡ (?e)

"iri (ï,, + "r) siu(s!)cos(s2) - czsz(i,t - "i) "or("i)sin(si) - 0,

ç.'@+"" < t¡ (80)

wu(C): t/o lrioh(",() - I"r'(r,C)lL c2 J 
çr@ - +ac> b) (81)

wv (Ò: rl'o 
[ ", "orh 

(", () + d cos (sz O ] ,

wvG): uo f,io(,lC) - l,tr(,rOlL c2 J 
1r@- +o" < b) (82)

Wv (C) - üo ["i "o, 
(ri() + dl cos(r,C)],

d-

d':

c1s1 sinh(s1)
sc sinfs.r )

- \ -t

c"sl sin(s" )
sr sinlsc )

- \ -t

(83)
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(c) Free-trbee Beam

Bounda.ry Conditions

Natural Frequencies

w$ (o) : ¡, Tw(o) - wE (o) : a

w$ (t¡ : s, 
î*lr(1) - r,T¡E (1) - Q 

(84)

",,, (Tr, - ",) [cosh(s1) - cos(s2)1' - ("rr, sinh(s1 ) - yæc2s2 sin(rr))

l(i" - "') sinh(s1 ) * "T(ï" 
* c') 'io(")] : o'

"l,l (|,1 * "i) [cos(s!) - cos(s2)]2 * ("1,1 sin(s', ) - ##rc2s2 si'(,r))

l(i't * "i) sin(si ) - #(ï" * "z) 'in('z)] 
: o'

Mode Shapes

wu(C): ¿¡o 
["orh(r,O -,hsinh(s1O - #cos(s2O * #"r,io("2(] ,

WE(Ò_Üo[",,ioh("io_hcosh(s1()_+sin(s2()_hdcos(sz()],
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Wu(Ò:uo["o,{,i()+#sin(si()_#cos(s2()_hsin(sz()],

Wv(Ö_tÚ9[cisi'("i()_fficos(si()_+sin(s2()*ft",d,cos(sz()],

1t/t, - +"" < u¡ (88)

where

, _ (I"t - "t) sinh(s1) + # (Ir, + c2) sin(s2)
*-

(8e)

,, _ (1"\ + ci) sin(s! ) - # (I", + c2) sin(s2 )ø:
cos(s'r) - cos(s2)

(d) Fixed-Fixed Beam

Boundary Conditions

Wu (0) - Q, IUe (0) - a

(e0)
w(I (L) - Q, WE (L) - A
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c1 
["osh(s1) - cos(s2)]' - þ, sinh(s1 ) - "rsin(sz)] (rioh(", ) * irin("2)) - o,

ç,,Ç+""> t¡ (e1)

ci 
fcos(si) - cos(sz)]' * l"rsin(si) - c2 sin(s2l] (ri"1"i ) - tsin(s2,) 

: o,

Mode Såapes

wu(C): % 
["o.n(r,() - 

4rioh(rrO - cos(s2O - *"r'1rr()] ,

Wv (Ò- üo lcr sinh(rr( ) - dcosh(rrfl - c2 sin(rr() + dsin(sz()],

(e2)

Naúu¡al Frequencies

çr/t, -+*>t¡ (eB)

cl sinh(s1) - "rsin(s2)
cosh(s1) - cos(s2)

c'1 sin(s") - ", 
sin(s2)

cos(s'r) - cos(s2)

36

1rft - +* <t¡ (e4)

(e5)

wu (C)- ø 
f"o,{"i( 

) + ft;r.(,iO - 
cos (s2O - I,t (",O] ,

Wv G)- iÍo lci sin(si( ) - d.' cos(s'r() - c2 sin(rr() + d.'cos("rO],

d,-

b2-4ac<b)

d;:



(e) Fixed-trÏee Beam

Boundaty Conditìons

Natwal Frequencies

Mode ^Såapes

W¿¡ (0) : Q, Ws (0) : I

w$ (t¡ - s, I*t(l) - T4zE (1) : a
(e6)

[c1s1cosh("r) - c2s2cos(s2)l 
[(i", - "r) cosh(s1 ) *;(Tr, * "r) "",{rr)]

-cr [sr sinh(s1) + ", 
sin(s2)] 

l(i,, - ",) sinh(s1) * (]", + "r) si,,("2)] : o,

çl@+"" > t¡ (92)

[c',s', cos(s \) - "r,,cos(s2)] [(i,t * "i) cos(s! ) - t(],, * ",) ".,{,,)]

+ci [sisin(s! )- ",sin(s2)] [(i"t *"1) sin(sl, - (T,, *"),io(,2)] : o,

ç",ffi<u¡ (eB)

wv(C): r4 f"orh("rO - 4 rioh(rr() - cos(s2O - 4 rio(rr,)l ,L c1 c2 - (t/t, _ 4ac > b) (9g)

Wv(Q - ìûo 
Icr 

sinh(sr() - dcosh("r() - c2 sin(s2O + dcos(s2()],



wu(C) : Uo

Wv(C) - Vo

where

(f) Fixed-Hinged Beam

Boundary Conditions

Natural Frequencies

þ.,{,lel - { rio(,ic) - cos(s2O + 4,in(sr,)],

["i ri"1ri1) + d' cos(s!() - c2 sin(s2 Ò - d' cos(s2()],

Wr¡ (0) : Q,

W¡¡ (1) : Q,

we(o)-a

W$(t):s

6ffi<u¡

<ó)

(100)

s _ ctlt cosh(s1) - "r"" 
cos(s2)'-@

", - 
c\s\ cos(s") - "r", cos(s2)* - ,', ri"(r'J - ,, d*(",

(101)

c1 [cosh(s1) - cos(s2)] [sl sinh(sr) + rz sin(s2)] - (rt"O{, ) * iri"(rr))

[c1s1 cosh("r) - s2c2cos(s2)] : 0, çf U, - +"" > U¡

c'1 [cos(sl) - cos(s2)] [s', sin(si ) - ,rsin(s2)l - (riri" ) - tsi"(sr))

(102)

(103)

[c'1s! cos(s\) - tr", cos(s2)] = 0,
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Mode Shapes

wu(O: r/o 
["orn("rO - 

4 rioh("rO - cos(s2() - t"r'(rrc)l (t/t' - 4ac > b) (105)

Wv (Ò: üo 
fcr 

sinh("r( ) - dcosh("rO - c2 sin("r() + dcos(s2O],

wu (0: ø 
["o, 

(rl() - l;t (,i() - cos (s2O + { "i,.(rrç)]' (^/t2 - 4ac <b) (106)

Wv (C) - iúo Ici sin ("i( ) * d'cos (riO - c2 sin (rrO - d; cos(rr()] ,

where

s _ cLsL cosh(s1) - "rt"cos(s2)--@
(107)

,, - 
c\s't cos(s'1) - "rt, cos(s2)- - t', ti"("'J - ,, ri"Gt

2.3.2 A Simplified Solution

For the special case of a simply-supported spinning Timoshenko beam, a simplified solution can

be obtained. We will start directly with Equatìons (27) - (30). The following set of solutions

which automatically satisfy the simply-supported boundary condition is assumed:



7rx : D v*.(r) sin 0^0 (108)
n:L

co
r

ltry : )_, Vt. (t) sin (t"0 (109)
n=L

æ

,þx : Ð ,þ*"(ú) cos (t.Ò (110)
n:L

oo
r

,þv - l rl'v"(t) cos (t"C) (111)
r¿=1

where t, :nzr. Substituting Equations (108)-(111) into Equations (27)-(30) and invoking the

orthogonality condition for sine and cosine series yields:

tr*. - ffr" (ø*. -Tu**) : 2xn (i12)

tr"n - ffr" (,t", - + u".) : \yn (113)

,trx. + Y ft.. # f,,þx.. # Q,þx* - ^yn(Jxn) : 0

ú". - Y f *". # t|,þv. . # U,þv. -'tn(Jvn) - 0

(114)

(115)
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uxn : 2 
lr' 

Pl ri,.(t. ö dc

tYn :, 
Irt 

P{ 
"i,.(t.0 dc

Solving fox rþyn, tþyn from Equatìons (112) and (113) yields,

(116)

(117)

(118)

(11e)

,þxn: h (u*- - n*,) *Tr*,

,þYn: h(u** - n"-) *Tur.

Using Equations (118) - (119) to eliminaterþx,.,rþvnir- Equations (114) - (115), results in the

following coupled equations for the problem:

:.:
ItriJ xn + Qleiry, * ks(Jx, + Q(c+Ùvn * ksuxn : ka ex,. * Q?czqv. * lr'aãxn (120)

IctUvn - Qk*lx. *lcsUyn - Q(c+Uxn* IcsUvn: Ieagyn - Qltzqxn * lqãv, (121)

These equations constitute a system of eighth-order differential equations, coupled by the spin

rate, Q. As expected, the coupling term vanishes for the case of a stationary shaft. Note ihat

the terms on the left-hand-side represent the unknown elastic displacements while on the right-

hand-side are the prescribed moving loads. The other symbols used are,



, PI
¡eL : 

,f

' Jt
tcz : 

,¡ AG

tcs:r+*, (3",dc.#)

**: ffi 
(r2z)

.EI^kt : 
Io, A^li

tca:L+ffiú

As it turns out, for most engineering materials the coefficients fr1 andlc2 in Equatìon (L22) arc

very small, of the order - I|(AG), compared wiih the other coefficients. Eence, neglecting

coefficients fr1 and Ic2 , the original coupled eighth-order differential equations degenerate into

simpler fourth-order equations, namely,

ksUxn * Qk+Uvn * ksU¡çn: Icø 7xn

krÛvn - Qk+Ux, * ksïJvn: lea eyn

(123)

(124)

The above equations can easily be uncoupled as:
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I*'rÛ*,. + (2.',¿k6 + o' kZ) Ûx. + k?(J*^: Qxn

üÛ;*. + (zt rku + oz kZ) Ûv. + t ?ur, : Qyn

(125)

(126)

in which

Qxn: lcslcadx,- * kslcøexn - Qk+kaqvn

Qy n : kskadvn * kslc6qyn + Q (c4k6qx n

The r¿th mode natural frequencies ûrnl ar.du,,2 are now obtainable in closed form and they are

given by

unt,n2: (127)

where uny andun2 r€pr€senl nth backward and forward precession frequencies respectively. Due

to the simplification, the original four frequencies are now reduced to two, in this fourth-order

solution. Eowever, the other two frequencies omitted are frequencies of higher order and there-

fore are not important for most engineering concerrs. Instability occllrs when the condition,

(ztcrtc, + 02 kï)z : (zlcslcs * Q2 k1)' - 4k3k'z5 is attained. A further simplification of Equa-

tion (127) is still possible. Equation (127) can be rearranged as

1

u)n!,n2 : 
ñl 

(2ksfu + a2 k24) + \f arkllo2 kZ +  tcatcs)

At the low frequency range, namely when n is small, the coefficient fr5 is a lot bigger than ihe

coefficient lrsrlrn as the Youngts modulus .Ð is usually very large, one has:
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2tr,alcs > A' k?,

Equation (727) therefore reduces to:

UnL,n2 N (128)

Note that #O < 1. Therefore, invoking Taylor's series expansion and taking the first two

terms, Equation (128) can be further simplified into a linearized form as:

UnL,n2 N (12e)

This linearized expression for frequency prediction is very easy to use and yet still retains all

the essential features of the Timoshenko bea.r' model: shear deformation effect in Ë3, rotary

inertia effect in ka, and spin-rate dependency in O. The Euler-Bernoulli beam model can be

easily recoveredby simply setting Ës:1.and,t+ :0, Equaúion (129) then reduces to

F6.¡

,"nt:Jkr:(?) 'tÆ (130)

Notice that in the above expression for frequencies based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory,

the dependency on the rotating speed, O is now removed. This simpiy confirms the well-known

fact that the equaiions of motion of an Euler-Bernoulli beam formulated in an inertia^l reference

frame, are equivalent to those of a non-roiating shaft.

ks

ks
1r '-= ô' t/lc"lc"

Icg

k"
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2.3.3 Nurnerical Simulations and Discussions

A mrmerical simulation of a spinning Timoshenko be".t'' incorporating the six different boundary

conditions is presented here. The free vibration characteristics of natural frequencies and mode

shapes a,re given. The data used in this investigation pertains to a circular beam, taken from

Katz et. al. [49] and is sur'''narized as follows:

l:1.0m,

p - 7700kgl*t,

E :207GPa,

G : 77.6GPa

rc:0.9

In addition, two non-dimensional parameters Õ andB are al.so employed in the study, represent-

ing the rotational speed and slenderness ratio respectively. They are defined as:

' Õ - Qlrto - non-dimensiona.l rotational speed

þ : rro ll - Rayleigh beam coefficient

where a.r16 is the at-rest fundamental natural frequency and rs is the radius of gyration. For

a circular cross-sectioî, þ is proportional to the ratio of the diameter and the length of the

beam. Therefore, B chancterizes the stubbiness of a beam. Thus, as B --+ 0, an EB beam

is realized. The two para.rneters are varied over a sufficiently wide range of values; 0 < Õ <

3.0, 0 S P S 0.4 which should reflect most cases of engineering interest. 'When a ber."' is pui

into a spinning motion, its at-rest natural frequency splits into two components: forward and

backward precessions. In figures (2) - (5), the solid line indicates the forward precession while

the doited line denotes the backward precession. Ooly the first three pairs of natural frequencies

and mode shapes are presented in the simulation results
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Figure 2 shows the variation of non-dimensionai natural frequencies with respect to the rotational

speed parameter 0. Note that the natural frequency ø has been normalized. by the at-rest

funda.mental frequency uro. The distinction between the forward a^nd backward precessions

becomes more obvious at higher modes and at larger O. Another feature which is expected.

is that, the more restraint a boundary condition represents, the closer are its forward and

backward precession curves. It should also be pointed out that in the case of the simply-

supported boundary condition, there are really four roots to Equation (75), or two sets of

natural frequencies corresponding to each normal mode. Ilowever, the frequencies of the second

set are of very large magnitude and thus not depicted in the plot.

The influence of effects due to shear deformation and rotary inertia on spinning beams is also

au important consideration, as many of the spinning bodies in engineering are short and stubby.

This is shown in Figure 3. Unlike the previously used procedure for non-dimensionalzing the

natural frequencies, in this situation it makes more sense to normalize these quantities by the

corresponding frequencies computed using the EB theory. In an inertial frame formulation,

the natural frequencies of a spinning EB beam are identical to those of. a stationary EB beam.

Ilence, stationary EB frequencies are used here. In this way, the Timoshenko efiects are more

clearly displayed for varying É. Observe in Figure 3 that at higher modes the curves are lower

which implies that the Timoshenko efiects become more pronounced. Except for two cases, the

clamped-cl¿rnped and clamped-hinged boundary conditions, for all other boundary conditions

the first forward precession frequency is larger than the corresponding EB frequency. This

characteristic is thus related to the degree of restraint a boundary condition represents.

The normal modes Wu, Wv for both the t¡ansverse deflection and the bending angle are given

in Figure 4 and Figure 5 vrith ñ : 2.5 arrdB: 0.15. As depicied in these plots, the forward.

and backward precession normal modes coincide identically for the simply-supported boundary
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condition. This unusual phenomenon is not observed in ber."rs wiih the other five remaining

boundary conditions. In these five remaining cases, the forward and backwa¡d precession normal

modes are different, implying that each natural frequency corresponds to a single normal mode.

It would also be interesting to relate the at-rest normal modes with the spinning normal modes

in the plot as this serves as a check on the formulation. This is done for one case: the clamped-

hinged boundary condition. As expected, ihe at-rest normal mode lies exactly inbetween the

forward and the backwa¡d precession normal modes.

Next, to show thl simptified and the linearized solution for the system with the simply-supported

boundary conditions, the variation of natural frequencies corresponding to the first four mode

shapes with the rotational speed parameter 0 is sketchedin Figure 6, for the case of B: ¡.15.

Results for all three solution methods are given: the exact solution, the simplified solution and

the linearized solution. Note that these frequencies have been normalized with respect to the

stationary beam frequencies, whose results are also displayed in the plot. Unlike the stationary

beams, the natural frequencies for each mode shape, in the case of the rotating beams, come

in pairs. The full solutions have two frequency pairs, a lower and a higher pair, whereas both

the simplified and the linearized solutions exhibit only the lower pair. This deficiency is not

deemed serious as the lower frequency pair is generally more important and thus of greater

interest. Observe that the agreement among these three solution schemes in predicting the

lower frequency pair is excellent. In fact, the results are so good that it is suffi.ciently adequate

to employ the linearized model for computing the lower frequency pairs. Results up to 8 modes

for the selected values of O : 2.50, P : 0.15 are surnrn attzed in Table L. As depicted, the

largest error is still under 10%.
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Table / Comparison of natural frequency predictions among exact,
simplified and linearized solutions at õ =2.5 and B:0.15

Mode

n

Natural Frequencies x t03 (Hz¡ Percentage Enors (Vo)

Exact Simplified Linearized
Solution Solution Solution ",=tliiã#I1"' ,,=%#

1

@ n:2.230 @ n:2.223 ø rr: 2.219
@n:2.463 tgùrr:2.469 @n:2.467
(l)13:61.005

@to:72'720

et :0.3I tr: 0.48
ez:0.24 er:0.75

)
ozr:8.138 @zt:8.023 (,)2r:8.013
@22:8.796 ozz:8.819 ozz:8.810
@zz:68'370
@z¿:79.661 

-

et: l.4l et: 7.53

ez:0.26 er:0.16

3

orr: 16.285 or,: 15.785 @sF 15.771

@zz: r7.251 (Ð¡z: 17.138 @zz:17.124
@s¡:78.511 -
úJ z¿: 89.492

et :3.07 et :3.L6
ez:0.66 ez:0.74

4
@ q:25.596 ø or:24.354 @ +t:24.338
@ n: 26.709 a +z: 26.747 a *: 26.131
@ $:90.261 -(r)oo: 101.10

et: 4.85 et: 4.9I
ez:2.10 ez:2.16

5

@st:35.475 @sf 33.175 @sr:33.159
@ sz:36.618 olsz: 35.284 @sz:35.268
ose: 103.01 

-@s¿: 113.82

et: 6.48 er: 6.53

er:3.64 er:3.69

6

@6t:45.611 ú)er: 42.027 @a:42.012
@ur:46.718 (ùoz= 44.359 @az: M.344
0o¡: 11'6.44

@ eq: 127 '28 -

et :7 .86 et :7.89
ez:5.05 er:5.08

7

@7F 55.846 olzr:50.835 @zr:50.820
o22: 56.884 @ 72: 53.326 @n: 53.311

Ozr:130'37
@'t¿: I4I'28 

-

et:8.9'7 et:9.00
ez:6.25 ez:6.28

8

{oBr:66.101 oer:59.579 cùsr:59.565

@sz: 67.056 oaz: 62.185 @sz: 62.171

@n: 144'67
(Ù84: 155.66

et :9.87 et:9.89
ez:7.26 ez:7.28
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2.4 Forced Vibration Analysis

In this section, a forced vibration analysis will be carried out for a spinning Timoshenko beam

system with general boundary conditions.

2.4.L Solutions

When the loading is added in for forced vibration analysis, Equatíons (a6) and (47) become:

#*#(,#-#):ptpA (181)

#-,Y#-#W.#(,*-#):, (lsz)

in which p is the complex load given by:

p: px t ipv

Observe that an imaginary term exists in the second equation of motion, Equation (47). To

avoid handling such a term, the time variable can be transformed by,

r:it

In view of Equation (133), Equations (131)-(132) now can be re-written as:
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ô2U KG / -Av â2u\-a"r*o*(.,¡r-æ)
a2,ú . QJ, AV E A2,{r rcAG /-_ âtr\J---r-!rrIr__l

ôr2 pI ôr OI2 0çz ' plt \"- ôe )

Introducing a state vector:

- plpA

:I

(134)

(135)

(136)

(i37)

where [M]and[/f] are the generalized mass matrix and generalized stiffness matrix and {P}
the load vector. They are given by:

lMl:

Alr 0 0

1000
001
0 1 -oíi

the equations of motion can be compacted to,

{w}:(u u .Û ü)t

lM){wI:lK){w}+{P}

r00
xAG B2 ^-7¡O6F u

01
xAG I ^-nTræ u

-ft 0 0)'
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l1

l1

(o

(138)

[K]:

{P} :

0

xAG ð
pII 8(

0

E 82 , æAG_;Fæ Í JT'

(13e)

(140)



It can be easily proved that both lMland[K] satisfy the definition Equation (5) for self-adjoint

problems. Therefore, the system is a self-adjoint system, which is consistent with the physical

interpretation that a spinning system is a conservative system.

Let À- be the rnth eigenvalue ar.d {W}," denote the r¿th eigenvector; the eigenvalue problem

associated with the system is:

^,"lMl{W 
},, : lKl{W },., rn:ILrL2r.,. (141)

Since the system matrix operators

expressed by,

ate 4 x 4 matrices, {W}r, should contain four components

{W},.: (fuu* Wv* fu*,n W**)' (r42)

in which the untilded-variables are the mode shapes while the tilded-variables are their time

derivatives. Note lhal Wu* are mode shapes of transverse deflections and Wvro are those of

bending angles. It can be shown that the eigenvalue À- and Wu*, Wvrn calculated from the

above eigenvalue problem are exactly the system oatural frequencies and mode shapes obtained

in ,Secúion 2.3.1. The proof is given in the following. Expandin g Equation (141) results in:
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^,.Ïwu,.

^.,1wu,.

lou* (143)

:-ffiwü**#w!s,.

ÀrnWvrn: Wv*

^,. 
(*** - ffw.*) : -#rr^ - #rr* * #w,r,,^

(144)

(145)

(146)

(1.47)

(148)

Equations (147) - (148) as:

From Equatìons (143) and (145), the following relationships hold true:

ÀrnWvrn : iTu*

À,nWv* : frvrn

As for Equations (144) and (146), they can be arranged after using

ezWÜ* - etWl,n I esW(J,n - 0

fzWlJ* * ftWí¡,, * fsWe,n: Q

-cJO:
rc,4G\

-t

pI)

(14e)

(150)

where

"o: ^'rrl,

rcAG - rcAG
tt: et: pn

(^,

.E
fo:-

¿L ptr'
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Now decouple Equations (149) and (150) and let À- : iu*, and we get:

rrwtl - rrwlj* * Iswu,n - Q

hw[T-trwl,.*towv,n-o

hl"a-Itk2+lo:0

(152)

(153)

h:#
t1 :hrt+4v'.*-ffi,* (154)

,o:ffiufl-ffi,1-u!

The cha¡acteristic equation of. Equations (152) and (158) is:

(155)

Comparing Equations (155), (154) with Equaúions (58), (59), it is clear that they are identical.

Therefore, À* and {W}* can be directly obtained from the caJculation in Secúion 2.3.L.

Now apply mode superposition. Let:

{w}: Ë {w},.q,, (156)

where 8* is the generalized coordinate. Substituting Equatìon (156) into Eguaúion (137) and

taking the inner product wiih the zth eigenvector {W}" yields:



oo

ç
^/, (M){w},",{wIà 8,n: ([Kl{w}*, {w}") q^

Wur. p dCQ*: -h L'

(158)

(160)

(161)

Further, substituting Equatìon (142) into Eguaúion (156) and from Equation (136), the dynamic

response [/ is obtained, that is

Ë WurnqrnU_

Now consider a special loading situation, nr"'ely that of a load moving at a constant speed I/

along the Oz direction. For simplicity and wiihout loss of generalit¡ assume thai ihe load acts

co

Ð

+ ({P}, {w}")

Invoking the orthonormality conditions, Equations (7) and (8), the above equation beðomes:

Q*:À*hrn*Q*, ¡n : ILrL2r.,.

in which Q,n is the generalized load and is calculaied by

Q* : ({P}r, {W},.) (15e)

Equation (158) is now a set of decoupled first order ordinary differential equations and can be

easily solved. Using Equation (L42), Equation (159) now becomes:

(157)
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z,z

'. l4

Figure 7. A spinning beam subjected to a moving load

in the OX dnection and of magnitude P,o. Such a system is shown in Figure 7. Mathematically,

this is described by,

p: p,n6 (, - ir)
Substituting Equation (162) into Equaúion (160) and perfor*iog the integration, we get:

Q*: -P;wu*(i,

(162)

(163)

In view of. Equatioa (163), Equation (158) can now be solved fot g,o by introducing appropriate

initial conditions. Assumingzero initial conditions, we get:
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en : 
fo' e*{r)"\^(t-e) ¿,

P* [' ,,,r,n(+") 
"\mg-e) 

¿" (164)--plltvvt \¿ /

SubstiiutingEquation (16a) into Equaúion (161), the d¡rna'"ic response (J can be computed.

Similiar to the free vibration analysis, for the special case, i.e., the system with the simply-

supported boundary condition, a simplified solution for forced vibration can be obtained.. Solving

Equatíons (125)-(126), explicit expressions for response are obtained as:

ux(e ,t) : Ë {.B1cos untt * B2sina.."lt I Bscosunzt
n:L

* B+sin'otn2t * Cr sin á'Ú) sin 0"0 (165)

uv(C,t) : Ë {.B1 sinø,, ú - Bz cosu'¿1t - Bs sinu,zt
n:!

* B+cosun2t * Czcosd,t) sin h.e) (166)

where

Ct:
(167)

an _ ZP,-Qk+ka?"f pA
k30*, - (2ksks + A2 k?) 07 + k3

Bt - BE are arbitrary constants d.etermined by ihe iniiial cond.itions . u)nL a¡lð. un2 can be

obtained eiiher by the simplified solution Equatíon (727) or by the linearized expression Equa-

úioa (129). The detailed procedure to derive this simplified solution for response and numerical ì

results are shown in Han and Zu(1993a).
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2.4.2 Numerical Simulations and Discussions

Numerical simulations to demonstrate the computation of dyna'"ic response using Equations (161)

and (16a) for a spinning Timoshenko be""r with general boundary conditions and. subjected to

a constant moving load are presented here. From our numerical simulation, we found that

su"'mation to 5 terms yields sufficiently good accuracy. To avoid rigid body motions in the

response calculations, only four types of boundary conditions are considered: simply-supported,

fixed-hinged, fixed-fixed and fixed-free. These bounda,ry conditions are physically realizable.

For exa."'ple, a rotating workpiece for machining operation is held fixed at one end by the chuck

and pinned at the other end. Thus, it represents the fixed-hinged boundary condition. A drill is

an €x¿lrrPle of the fixed-f¡ee boundary condition. The proposed formulation is then verified by

checking its limiting case results with responses from an Euler-Bernoulli ber'.t and a Rayleigh

be"m. Finall¡ parametric studies depicting the influence of the four boundary conditions on

some selected system parameters are also given.

The basic data employed for the simulation are the same as defined in free vibration analysis.

The non-dimensional pararneter a, which represents the moving load speed, is defined by:

a : VIV.,

where %. is the critical speed of the load. The critical speed I/", is the speed when the

frequency of the load is equal to the fundamental natural frequency of an Euler-Bernoulli beam

with co¡responding boundary conditions.

As we know, there are two transverse deflections in a spinning Timoshenko beam: z¡ is the

deflection in the plane of the loading and since it is the predominant deflection, it is called the

primary deflection, and uy which occurs in the plane perpendicular to the plane of loading, is
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the secondary deflection. In all the plots given here, the tra.nsverse displacements z¡ andzy are

measured at the location of the moving load. Both uy anduy ¿r.re norma.lized with respect to

the maximum static deflection u" ofa stationary Euler-Bernoulli bea'n loaded by a concentrated

force positioned at the location of the maximum static defl.ection. Since z" depends on the type

of boundary conditions, the following erpressions are given:

u": P,nIïl48EI

u": P,nIïl192EI

ø, : 0.0093P,.13 /EI

U": P*TsI\EI

- simply-supported

- clamped-clamped

- clamped-hinged

- clatnped-free

In order to provide a check of the solutions obtained here, the normalized primary deflections

of the spinning Timoshenko beam under a moving load are plotted together with the well-

known results from the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory and those obtained using Rayleigh beam

theory by Lee et. aJ. (1988). This is given in Figure 8, where solutions for all four boundary

conditions at Õ : 2.5, a - 0.5, þ : 0.L5 (i.e. slenderness ratio of 1/5) are depicted. Although

the tendency of the curves remains the same, the results from the Euler-Bernoulli and Rayleigh

beam theories are very close to each other, while the deflections based on the Timoshenko ber."'

theory are noticeably larger. This can be attributed to shear effects in the Timoshenko bea"'

model, causing the structure to be more fl.exible. Recall that neither the Euler-Bernoulli beam

theory nor the Rayleigh beam theory is able to capture shear effects in its model. It is also

observed that the discrepancy between the Timoshenko beam solutions and the results from

the other two bearn theories is the largest for the clamped-clamped boundary condition, while

the clamped-free boundary condition exhibits the smallest difierence. This is attributed to the

degree of fixiiy at the support. Eence, the more restraint the support has, the larger witl be the
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relative difierence in the îesponse.

Figures (9) - (13) investigate the influence of the three system pararneters a, Õ úðp on the

dynamic tesponses for the four boundary conditions. In Figures I and 10, the norma.li2sd primary

and secondary deflections are plotted for different load speed pararneter a (0.1 ( a ( 1.5) at

Õ : 2.5 aîd1 : 0.15. It is clear from Figure g that the normalized deflections are the largest

at, q :0.5 and smallest at a : 1.5 for all four boundary conditions. This is related to the

proximity of the excitation, which in this case, is in the form of the moving speed of the force,

to the resonant condition of the structure. Another interesting observation is the little "dip"

below the axis in the clamped-clamped curve for the case of a : 1.5. Physically, it implies that

the bea'" is defl.ecting in a direction opposite to the direction of loading. This is not suprising

as it reflects the inability of the propagating response rtraves to "catch-up" with the force which

is moving at such a high speed. Figure 10 shows the normalized secondary deflections which are

of an order-of-magnitude smaller than the primary deflections. Their presence here are due to

the combination of the spinning motion of the beam, and the shear and rotary inertia effects.

Thus, this phenomenon is not observed in a spinning Euler-Bernoulli beam.

The normahzed primary deflection for varying spin-rate parameter Õ (O.S < 0 S 2.0) are given

in Figure L1 at a - 0.5 andB - 0.15. As shown, the dynamíc response for each boundary

condition type appears to be independent of the spin-rate of the beam. This seems to conform to

the response of a spinning Euler-Bernoulli beam where its equations of motion when formulated

in an inertial reference frame, do not contain the spin-rate term, i.e., the primary deflections are

independent of the spin-rate. Eowever, this cornrnent is not valid for the secondary deflections

shown in Figure 12 as they do exhibii a strong dependency on the spin-rate.

The influence of the Rayleigh beam coefficient P (0.07 S P S 0.3) on the primary deflections at
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O : 0.5 and a : 0.5 is sketched in Figure 13. This range of B values corresponds to slenderness

ratios varying ftom,1lI2 to Lf 2.6, representing slender-to-stubby bea.r.s. Since deflections are

normalized Y,'ith respect to the maximum static deflections of a stationary Euler-Bernoulli be".'r,

with the sarne Rayleigh coefficient, the normalized defl.ections as presented here are larger for

stubby bea.rns than for slender beatt'ts. Also, for the sâ'ne reason as given in Figure g, the results

for the clamped-free boundary condition exhibit the smallest difierence in the responses between

stubby and slender bea.'.'s.

2.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, the concept of self-adjoint systems is introduced. Both free and forced vibration

analyses are carried out for self-adjoint spinning Timoshenko bea"' systems with general bound-

ary conditions. Numerica^l simulations are performed to show the frequencies, mode shapes aud

the response calculation. From the study on spinning Timoshenko bea"' systems, the following

conclusions are drawn:

(a) The distinction between the forward and backward precessions frequencies becomes more

obvious at higher frequencies and at larger O. For certain boundary conditions, the first

forward precession frequency is larger than the corresponding Euler-Bernoulli frequency.

(b) The forward and backward precession

simply-supported boundary condiiions.

the other five boundary conditions. In

precessions ate difierent, implying ihat

normal mode.

normal modes become identical for the case of

This peculiar characteristic is not observed for

each of these cases, the forward and backward

each natural frequency corresponds to a single

(") A simplified solution is achieved for a system
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dition. At lower frequency r?.ng€, a fu¡ther simplification leads to a linearized solution

to calulate the frequencies. This linearized expression is very easy to use, yet sufficiently

accurate for engineering usage.

(d) For a spinning Timoshenko bea-, there exists the deflection in the plane of the load, i.e.

primary deflection as well as the deflection out of the plane of the load called secondary

deflection. flowever, the magnitude of the secondary deflection is much sma.ller than the

primary defl.ection.

(e) It is found thai the influence of the spin-rate on the primary deflections is negligible

whereas it is not so on the secondary deflections. It is shown that for a spinning beam

subjected to a moving force, as the speeds of the moving load are sufficiently high, the

primary deflection of the bea"' can actually be in a direction opposite to that of the

loading.
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CHAPTEIì, 3

PRECESSION FREQUENCIES AND CRITICAL SPEEDS

OF SPINNING TIMOSHENKO BEAM SYSTEMS

'WÏen studing a spinning be"."' system, it is necessary to discuss the dependency of the fre-

quencies on the coordinate from which the formulation is established.. In this chapter, the

relationships between the frequencies and mode shapes obtained from the inertial fra'ne ap-

proach and those obtained from the rotating frame approach are studied and. derived. Some

concepts regarding critical speeds are clarified and critical speeds for a spinning Timoshenko

bea"t system with six general classical boundary conditions are presented.

3.1 Precession E'requencies and Precession Modes

The dependency of the frequencies of spinning bodies on the spin-rate has been studied, bui it is

not very clear whether these frequencies are also dependent on the coordinate reference frames

from which the system is formulated. In addition, the relationship between the mode shapes

obtained from the two frame formulations is not clear either. In the following, a rigorous math-

ematical proof will be performed for a beam with circular cross-section to show the relationship

between the frequencies and the mode shapes obtained from the inertial frame and the rotating

frr"'e. We start with the equations of motion in the inertial fra-e first. They are formulated

in' Chaptet 2 and the corresponding equations of motion for free vibration are:
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a2v .Q J" av
at, -' pI at

A2U rcG / -ðú A2¿r\..-'.- _l_ _ | t_ _ _ Iaü ' pt2 \'ac ac, )
EA2V rcAG/-- ây\- pI, A¡¡, - pIt ('* - açl

-0 (1)

(2)

(4)

-0

where

Introduce a state vector:

U:ux*iuy

ú:tþxtirþv

{W}:(U U ,n v)t

(3)

where the dot denotes the derivative with respect to time t. Then, Equatíons (1) and (2) simplify

to:

[M]{w} - [K]{w} (5)

in which [M],lKl are given by:
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[M]:

0 Alr 0

-Alr 0 0

000
00-1

Alr 0 0

o -"4-9=8"= 0u 
P II2 AC2

001
n xAG I0 -ffi& 0

lh Equation (5) is:

(6)

lKl:

The associated eigenproblem

^l^lLMl{wt}* 
: lKl{wr},.t ffi - *1, t2,. .. (8)

where Àr- represents the rnth eigenvalue and {Wr}* is the rnth eigenvector in the inertial

coordinate. Also, note that the superscript f in Equation (8) denotes fixed quantities. Consider

a simila¡ development for the rotating frame formulation. Analogous to Equation (3), the

complex variables for the rotating frame can be defined as:

:l
1l

on *)

(7)

0

xAG B
pII 8Ç

0

E 02 t ¡<AG
plzAC2' pI

wi

and a state vector is introduced,

'u,:'ltrx * iun

,þ:rþ"*itþy

{u} - (ù u ,,i, ,þ)'

(e)

(10)

Since the rotating frame spins at O, the inertial coordinate variables are related to the rotating

coordinate variables by:
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(J : ueiQr

V : rþ"'n'

Take the time derivatives to Equations (11) and (L2), we have:

(11)

(12)

ù : @*ieu)e-iat

ú : þ1, ¡iùtþ)e-íat

Therefore, the relationship between the inertial fra."'e-based state vector and the rotating frame-

based state vector is:

{w} : "to'¡r11u} (13)

where

[r] : (14)

ng frame-based equation of motionSubstitutingEquation (13) into Eguaúion (5)

for free vibration:

[M]Fl{,,} : ([r] - i{¿lMl) [r]{-}

1 ¿O 0 0'l
010 0l
0 0 1 rol
o o o 1l

yields the rotaii

(15)

Although Equation (15) is obtained via a transformation from the inertial f¡ame-based equations,

it can be easily verified thai it is identical lo Equations (al)-( a) in, Chapter 2 when the loading



is taken out, which are derived directly from the energ"y method. The eigenproblem associated.

with Equaúion (15) should be:

À; [M] [r] {w, } * : ([¡r] - iolMl)ltl{w, },., rn: *L,,*2,... (16)

where 
^'r", 

{W'}'n ¿Lre the r¿th eigenvalue and eigenvector based on the rotating fr^t 'e approach.

The superscript r refers to rotating quantities. After some manipulation, the above equation

becomes:

(,rä + ioxMllrl {w' } * - [K] [r]{r4l'}-, n¿ : :Ëlr*'2r... (17)

Comparing with corresponding inertial frame-based eigenquantities Àt*, {Wr}* given by Equa-

úion (8), the following relationships are derived:

ÀL

{vfl,"

À; +io

[r]{I,T/'}-

(18)

(1e)

The system natural frequencies are pure imaginary parts of the eigenvalues, i.e. Àf- - irt*, ÀL :
iu'n , where ur,,, u'rn ate the rnth frequencies computed from the inertial and rotating frames

approach respectively. Thus, we have:

:(,LtO (20),l

It is clear from Equ ation (20) thai

formulation and those obtained via

natural frequencies obtained from the inertial frame

rotating frame formulation differ by the spinrate O.
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Physicall¡ the precession frequency represents the angular velocity of each whirling motion.

Therefore, the angular velocity of each whirling motion observed from the inertial fra'r,e should.

be difierent by the spinrate O when observed from the rotating fra'r'e. This is a proper and

expected result as it implies that natural observed frequencies are frrt,e-motion dependent.

The eigenvectors {W},.and{W'},- are related by Equation (19). To obtain the relationship

between mode shapes from the two approaches, it is necessary to expand these eigenvectors and.

identify their components periaining to the transverse deflections and bending angles. Let:

{vf},. : (fu{r, wfr,. ivl,. wl, )' (21)

(22)

in which the uniilded-variables are the mode shapes while the tilded-variables are their time

derivatives. Note that Wf¡rr, Wl* are mode shapes of transverse deflections and W1,., Wi^

are those of bending angles. Substituting Equations (21) ar.d (22) into Equaúion (19) yields,

{w'},. - (fui,* w:,* frîr,. wi,.)r

Wrr:Wlrro

W{n*: Wl*
(23)

This shows that the mode shapes obtained from the inertial and rotating frr."''es are the same.

Physicall¡ each forward or backward precession mode represents a whirling motion in time.

This motion has the sa"'e deflected shape for any arbitrary radial section, regardless of whether

it is viewed from a fixed or rotating frame.

Although the procedure to prove the relations given by Equatìons (20) and (23) is based on a

spinning Timoshenko beam, it is clear from the derivation that the conclusion is valid for auy
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spinning system. It has been shown that frequencies are fra"te-dependent while mode shapes

are not. Thus, for any dynamical problems involving spinning bodies, it is important io mention

the spin-rate of the rotation of the frat.e of reference when describing frequencies, just as one

would define the frame of reference for defl.ections. Unfortunately, this definition has not been

rigorously observed by some researchers, making it difficult to properly interpret and compare

their frequency results.

3.2 Critical Speeds

In real shaft structures, there is always an imbalance of the shaft. 'When the angular velocity

of the shaft is equal io its natural frequency, a critical state arises due to ihis unbalance and

is charaterized by significantly increased deflections or resonance. The speed that corresponds

to this state is termed the critical speed. It is one of the important concerns when designing a

shaft to minimize vibrations.

It is popularly accepted that critical speeds are compuied by setting the precession frequency

to coincide with the spinrate. If. ar* - Q, we have the condition for computing the forward

critical speeds and when ,f,n : -O, the backward critical speeds are obtained. However, it

would be interesting to ask whether a precession resonance will occur at these criiical speeds,

and if so, is this resonânce a forward resonance, a backward resonance or both? Porat and

Niv (1971) showed that a simply-supported Timoshenko beam can exhibit only the forwa¡d

precession resonance, but not the backward precession resonâ.nce. \{'e would like to extend this

proof io handle a spinning Timoshenko beam with any general boundary conditions.

Consider a system with an unbaJanced mass whose excitation is of the form K(OeiQt, measured.

in the inertial frame. From the response analysis in section2.4.lrthe generalized load in Equation
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(159) in Chapter 2 becomes:

e,n: -h lr' 
vfu,.G)x(O",n, dC: C"ia,

where C is a constant defined by:

c - -i I,'vfu*G)x(Òd,e

The generalized coordinate grn is now given by

g,o: [' q*þ)"r!1t-s¡ d,s: c [' ";a""x'^(t-") 
d,s-JoJo

Taking Àt- : ir..'l yields

em: ç"i''tr^t 
fo' "'tn-'')" d,

(24)

It is obvious in -Equatíon (24) thai the denominator vanishes only at ur*: o. That is, there can

only be forward resonance in a spinning beam with any general boundary conditions. Observe

that urr. - -O does not cause the denominator f6 yanisþ, backward resonance is therefore

impossible for such a system.

The condition for forward resonance obtained so far pertains to the inertial frame of reference.

To derive a similar condition valid for the rotating frar're, we can substitute the frequency
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relationship of. Equation (20) into the forward resonance condition for the inertial frame and

this yields,, aIn : 0. Note that because critical speeds themselves are always measured with

respect to an inertial fra,me, they will always have the sarne values, regardless of whether they

are computed by invoking the condition pertaining to the inertial f¡ame or the condition from

the rotating frar'le.

Table 2 lists the critical speeds for the first five modes of the six general classical boundary

conditions. Again, B is chosen as 0.15 and Q as 2.5. Since the natural frequencies of a spinning

body depends on the spin-rate O, these frequencies and critical speeds will have different values.

This is obvious from TabJe 2 where a comparison of forward natural frequencies with critical

speeds for the first five modes pertaining to the six classical boundary conditions is tabulated. As

shown, the critical speed for the first mode, in all cases, is lower than the first natural frequency.

For higher modes, the critical speeds tend to be higher than the frequencies with the exception of

the clamped-free case where its second critical speed is still lower than its second frequency. This

exception is attributed to the degree of restraint the boundary condition represents. Obviously,

the clamped-free boundary condition has the least restraint on the elastic modes. fn surnrnary,

the tendency is clear: for the first mode, critical speeds are smaller than natural frequencies,

but at higher modes, they quickly become larger.

In Figure 1.4, the variation of the critical speed yr.ith B is given. The critical speed is non-

dimension ùjzed as follows,

Observe from FigureL4 that with the increase of. B, the non-dimensional critical speed changes

very little for the first mode but ihai is not true for higher modes where changes are more
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Table 2 The first five critical speeds and natural frequencies
for the six general classical boundary conditions

Clamped- Simply-
Free Supported

Free-
Free

Mode
2

Boundary
Conditions

Mode
1

Mode
3

Mode
4

Mode
5

861.68
9r3.31
5096.4
5t45.7
13057.
12428.
22818.
21031.
33312.
30332.

239r.4
2463.0
8960.4
8796.1
18178.
17257.
285t7.
26709.
39t24.
36618.

Clamped-
Hinged

3548.t
3596.0
10465.
10250.
19475.
18584.
29463.
27768.
39787.
37392.

Hinged-
Free

3783.8
3902.8
1 1515.
10972.
2t597.
1977t.
32459.
29356.
43357.
39254.

Clamped-
Clamped

4845.1
4862.8
I 1881.
1 1639.
20674.
19835.
30351.
28760.
40422.
38127.

5600.4
s635.7
14480.
13264.
25368.
22339.
36653.
3199s.
47767.
4t837.

S: Critical speeds
F: Frequencies

pronounced. This phenomena proves once again that the Timoshenko effect has smaller impact

on lower modes and bigger influence on higher mode. Further, vre can see that for higher modes,

the non-dimensional critical speed becomes smaller with the increase of B, which indicates that

the Timoshenko effect tends to lower the value of the critical speeds. Another phenomenon we

notice is that for clamped-clamped and free-free cases, the magnitude of the critical speeds is

the largest and for clamped-free case, the maginitude is the smallest. This is consistent with the

natural frequencies where the frequencies are higher for more rigid systems and lower for more

flexible systems.
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In this chapter, the dependency of the natural frequencies on the frame of reference is investigated

t'td some concepts regarding the critical speeds are clarified. At the end, critical speeds for a

spinning Timoshenko bert'' system with six general classical boundary conditions are calculated.

From the study in this chapter, the following conclusions are drawn:

(a) The frequencies of spinning bea.r''s a¡e f¡ame dependent while the mode shapes are not. It

is proved that the frequencies obtained from the inertial frame approach and the rotating

f¡"."'e approach are difierent by the spin-rate O.

(b) It is shown that for a spinning Timoshenko beam with general boundary conditions, there

exist only forward critical speeds.

(c) It is found that critical speeds are smaller than the natural frequencies for the first mode

but they are larger than the frequencies at higher modes.
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CHAPTER 4

NON SELF.ADJOINT SPINNING TIMOSHENKO BEAM SYSTEMS

In this chapter, non self-adjoint spinning Timoshenko bea"' systems are investigated. A complete

mathematical description and discussion are given on the adjoint operators and adjoint matrix

operators. A systematic approach to solve general non self-adjoint dyna'nic problems as well

as self-adjoint systems is presented. As a direct applicaiion to a non self-adjoint problem, a

spinning Timoshenko bea"' system subjected to follower forces is studied for both free vibration

and forced vibration.

4.1 Non Self-adjoint Problems in Structural Dynamics

Most systems encountered in structural dynamics fail into the category of self-adjoint systems.

Ilowever, the presence of non-conservative forces may destroy the self-adjointness. For exam-

ple, follower-type forces and forces associated with fluiter are well-known sources of non self-

adjointness. In these cases, the symmetry in the structure is destroyed and therefore the systems

become non self-adjoint. In order to investigate non self-adjoint systems thoroughly, some math-

ematical concepts on adjoints of operators and matrix operators are defined and clarified first.

Then, a unified method to solve general non self-adjoint problems is presented.

 .L.L Mathematical Background

In this section, we will revisit the concept of the adjoint of an operator. \Me witl start by

reviewing ihe definition for a linear operator which includes differential operators. Then we wiil
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extend ihe definiiion to the most general case, namely, a difierential matrix operator.

Consider a linear operator .0. The adjoint operator -t* is defined as:

(a, Lb) - (L*a, b) (1)

Again here, ( , ) denotes inner product and ø, å a¡e arbitrary functions of the space variable

z. In' the above definition, if -t* : L, L is a self-adjoint operator as discussed in Chapter 2.

In the general case, -t* t L, and the operator -t is called a non self-adjoint operator. It is

shown in Frierlrnan (1951) that for every bounded linear operator .t, the adjoint -D* always

exists. In fact, the proof for this existence suggests a method for obtaining the adjoint of a

given operator. For differential operators, however, the study is complicated by the fact that

these operators ate not necessarily bounded. Nevertheless, the adjoint can be constructed via

integration by parts. Consider a differential operator -t in a linear manifold defined by some

boundary conditions. Through integration by parts, it can be shown that .t* consists of two

parts; a differential operator which we call the formal adjoint to L, and some new boundary

terms. In general, L* # -t and the boundary conditions defining the manifolds fot L*, -t need

not be the sa'ne. Thus, for a self-adjoint operator, not only L : L*, but also the boundary

conditions for.t*, L are the same.

First, consider an ordinary differential operator .t of order z as follows:

* ... + c6(t)L: c^(t) (*)" * "n-'1r, (*r)"-' (2)

where the complex-vaJued coeffcient functions c; belong to C-(.I), and ihe leading coefficient

function c,, is not zero at any point of .t. A direct method for constructing the formal adjoint
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operator is presented next.

Theorern 1 The formal adjoint L* of, a' ordinary differential operator .t is given by

L.:fr,@(#) (3)

(4)

where

o, :Ðc')- (Ï) (#)'u-" uo(,)

/¿\ kt
tl:

\i / (k- j)tjt

a¡(t) is the complex conjugate of c¡(t). If the coefficients of the operator L are constants,

i.e. c¿(f) : ck¡ then from Equation (3), " simplerform to calculate L* can be obtained:

L*:f{-r¡,u, (*)' (r)

Consider next, the case of a partial differential operator .t defined as follows,

L:f"r@# (6)

Theorem 2 The formal adjoint L* of. a partial difierential operator .D is given by

L* :É{-r)ru, O, (i;)
j:0

(7)



Now we will extend ihe method presented previously for finding the formal adjoint of diferential

operators to handle the case of a diferential matrix operator. Again, we consider a matrix

operator [A(l¿¡)] defined in secúion 2.1. T'he difierential matrix operator [,4..] is said to be the

adjoint of [,a] if the following relationship is true for arbitrary vector functions {a}, {ó}:

({ø}, [.a]{ó}) : ([Á.]{"}, {ö})

To construct the adjoint matrix, the following theorem can be employed:

(8)

Theorem 3 The formal adjoint matrix [,4.] of a differential matrix operator [á] is given by

the transpose of [,4],with each element replaced by its adjoint operator, i.e:

lÁ.l : lA(ri)],

So far, the procedure to construct the formal adjoini has been described. 'What remains, in a

typical adjoint analysis, is to determine the boundary conditions which define the manifold of

the adjoint system. This can be done via integration by parts of the inner product as depicted

in Equation (8). Note that in general, the boundary conditions for the adjoint system are not

the same as those for the original system. This will be demonstrated in Secúion 4 where two

s¡".mples involving spinning beams a¡e solved. However, next the adjoint analysis presented so

far will be specially adapted for use in structural dynamics.

4.L.2 A General Method to Handle Non Self-adjoint Problems

Using the adjoint concepts, a systematic procedure to perform a dynamic analysis of a general
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ron self-adjoini system is presented here.

is given by,

The typical equation of motion in structural dynamics

ë(x,ú) * pè(x,f) + -De(x,t) : f(x,ú) (10)

in which Q, p, L, f are the dependent variable vector, system coeffi.cient, difierential matrix

operator a,nd forcing vector respectively. Note that L u;lay consist of self-adjoint or non self-

adjoint öfierential operators. The independent variables are the space variable x and the time t.

Solution of Equation (10) is then achieved by prescribing appropriate iûitial and boundary

conditions. To facilitate this process, it is frequently desirable to express Equation (10) in a

first-order form. This can be done by introducing the following state vector,

{-} : (è(x,f) e(x,f))"

Thus, Equation (10) can be rewritten in a first-order form,

(11)

lM){,,i'l¡: [lr]{to} + {P} (12)

in which [Mlan'dfKl are in general non self-adjoint partial differential matrix operators and

{P} is the load vector. To solve Equation (12), an adjoint analysis must be performed. From

the previous discussion, the formal adjoint matrices [M.]and [K.] can be obtained such that

the following relations involving two eigenvectors {WI, {W-} are applicable:

({w.},lMl{w}) - ([M.]{w*}, {w}) (13)

(14)({w-},lKl{w}) : ([K"]{w.}, {r4l})
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Let {W} represent the eigenvector of the original system and {I42.} denote the eigenvector of

the adjoint system, then, the eigenvalue problems associated with these two systems are given

by:

^",lMl{W},": 
lKl{W},-

^;[M-]{W" 
} " - lK*l{W* } "

m: llr*'2r...

n: t1r*'2,...

(15)

(16)

in which À-, Àl are the rnth and nth eigenvalues of ihe original and adjoint systems respectively.

It can be proven that for the some mode, i.e., the rnth mode, À* : À[. Taking the inner product

of. Equation (15) r¡rith {W*}. and the inner product of. Equatíon (16) with {W},", we have,

À* ( [Ml{w}*, {W*}. ):( lK]{w}*, {w*1,>

À" < [M.]{W*}., {W}, ) :( lK-l{W-}^,{W\* >

m : llr|2r. .. (17)

n: t1,,L2r... (18)

Subtracting Equation (17) from Equatìon (18) and considering Equatio.ns (13) and (14), the

following equation is obtained:

(À'' - À,) < lMl{W}^,{W*}. ) : 0 (1e)

The orthogonality conditions are, then, easily derived from the above equation. Incorporating

the normality conditions, the following so called bioúhonormality condiúions for non self-adjoint

systems are obtained:



{Ml{W},", {W*}^) : 6,nn

([K]{W},", {W*}") : À,n6,nn

rrùrrL : f1, t2r. ..

rrùrrù: :tl, +2,.. .

(20)

(21)

where 6*n is the kronecker delta, namely,

r _10 (**")
"-"-\1 (m:n) (22)

The existance of the biorthonormality conditions is one of the important cha¡acteristics of non

self-adjoint systems. Although orthogonality conditions do not exist a'nong eigenvectors of

the original system for non seif-adjoint, the biorthogonaliiy conditions do exist to relate the

eigenvectors of the original system and the adjoint system, which make the problem solvable.

Eaving solved the eigenproblems for eigenvalues À-, and eigenvectors {W},., {W*}. and with

the biorthonormality conditions, the mode superposition technique can now be applied to com-

pute for response. Let,

{.}: I {w}*q* (23)

where em al:e generalizedcoordinates. Substituting Equation (23) into Equation(l2) and taking

the inner product with {I4l.}" yields:

{MwW},., {W*}") Q,o: rL {Kl{W},., {W"}") 8,, * ({P}' {W-}") (24)

Invoking the biorthonormality conditions given by Equations (20)-(2I), Equation (24) is decou-

pled into a set of first order ordinary differential equations. That is,

ä
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Q*:Àr,-Qr,-+Q* rn : *L,*2,... (25)

in which

Q* : ({P}r, {W-},,) (26)

Equation (25) can now be easily solved using standard procedures and the response can then

be computed via Equation (23).

It is clear that this method provides a unified way of treating non self-adjoint problems as well

as self-adjoint problems in structural dynamics. Self-adjoint problems can be considered as a

special case to non self-adjoint problems because for the self-adjoint problem, the eigenvectors

of both the original and adjoint systems are identical. Certainly, for self-adjoint problems,

this unified procedure can involve extra computations compared with the method presented in

Chapter 2. But many systems manifest themselves naturally as non self-adjoint problems when

their sy'.''"etries, in the mathematical sense, are inadvertently destroyed during formulation. 'We

call such a non-syrnrnetrical system a pseudo non self-adjoini system. Sometimes it is possible

to ûnd a transformation or to perform some elementary operations on the matrix, to convert the

pseudo non self-adjoint system into a self-adjoint system. Ilowever, this requires time and effort

which can actually overwhelm the slightly more cumbersome taslc of treating the problem as a

non self-adjoint system in the first place. Eence, solving pseudo non self-adjoint problems in

the non self-adjoint manner can be desirable. The procedure outlined here presents an approach

that is suitable for handling both self-adjoint and non self-adjoint problems in a unified manner.

Next, a truly non self-adjoint system, a spinning Timoshenko be"."' subjected to follower forces,

will be investigated thoroughly for both free and forced vibrations.
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4.2 Equations of Motion

In Figure 15, a cantilever beam spinning at O, is subjected to two types of follower forces: at

the free end, a concentrated follower force Q, úd along the bea""s axis, uniformly distributed

follower forces q. In addition to these two types of follower forces, the bea"' is loaded by ro

arbitrarily distributed tra''sverse force p. Based on the inertial frame formulatious in Cåapúer

2, the system equations of motion are:

#*#('#-ffi.(#.W)W-ptpA
#-,Y#-#W.#(,*- #):o

(27)

(28)

where

U:uxliuv

9:tþx*irþv

p: px i ipv

(2e)

As defined in Chapter 2, ux,,uy represent the transverse defl.ections in the OX, OY-dtrections,

a.nd tþ y, r/y their corresponding bending angles. Similarly, the external loading is made up of

two components pxt py. To avoid handling the imaginary term in second equation of motion,

Equation (28), the time variable can be t¡ansformed to,

r:it (30)

The equations of motion now become:
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z,z

O

Figure 15. A spinning beam system under combined concentrated follower force

Q nd distributed follower forces q arLd subjected to arbitrary loadp

-#. #('ä - ffi . (#.#) W - ptpA

-#.Y#-##.#(,*- #):,

(31)

(32)

To facilitate solution, the following state vector is adopted again
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{w}-(U U ,ü {,)t (33)

where (') refers to derivative with respect to r. Thus, the equations of motion in Equations (81)-

(32) simplify to,

tMl{w}:lKl{w} + {P}

in which [Ml, [Kl, {P} are giveu by:

(34)

(35)

0

AII
0

0

AII
0

0

0

M:L

lr(l :

Alr 0 0

000
001
o 1-a*

0

(-"¡C t Q t
\ Pf¡z ' ,"' I

00
n x,4G I
" 

_ñæ

10
¡ E 62 ¡ xAGv -lF'qî T T

c(1-() \ a2
prî- ) 6F

ü'(1,t) : 0

ry-ü(1,ú):o

0

_xAG 0
pIt 0Ç

{P}:(0 -fr o 0)'

The boundary conditions for such a system are:

U (0,t) :9,

il (0, r) : 6,

(36)

(37)

(38)
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To study the complete action of the concentrated end and uniformly distributed follower force

system, the analysis is divided into the following three categories:

Case f: concentrated end follower forces onty (8 * 0, e - 0),

Case II: uniformly distributed follower forces only (8 : 0, g + 0),

Case III: combined. concentrated. end and uniformly disiributed. follower forces

Q+o,q*o).

In Cases I and fI, the effects due to concentrated end and uniformly distributed follower forces

acting separately are investigated. In Case IIf, the combined effects of the concentrated end

a,nd uniformly distributed follower forces are studied.

4.3 Elee Vibration Analysis

In this section, free vibrations of a spinning Timoshenko beam under the action of the non-

conservative follower forces are solved analytically. The resulting characteristic equation for

computing frequencies is very complicated and a novel solution algorithm involving symbolic

algebraic operations with each term determined recursively, is proposed. Critical values of the

follower forces and the Rayleigh beam coefficient that correspond to the onset of the flutter-type

instabiliiy are presented.

4.3.L Solutions

The natural frequencies and mode shapes of the follower-force system for all three cases are

determined here. The eigenproblem associated with this system is:
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^",[M]{W},n 
: [K]{W},", m : *!,*2,...

where 
^*,, 

{W}* a¡e the rnth eigenvalue and eigenvector respectively.

pressed by

{W1,": (fru,. Wv* iV*,. W*,.)'

^,.**r,.: l*u,.

(3e)

Again, {W}," is ex-

in which Wu*, Wstrn are mode shapes corresponding to the transverse deflection [/ and bending

angle tF. Note that the eigenvector components associated with the z derivatives are indicated

by the tilde symbol. Expanding Eguaúion (39) yields:

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)#*r**ffi**-,

Eliminating the two tilde variables in Equa-

(ot + azC)WÜ* * asWv,n : a+Wl,n

asWl**a6WE*- -a+Wl¡,,

(45)

(46)

^,,ïwu,. 
: (-# . # . ú#) *r* * #*í*

ÀrnWvrn : frvrn

^*(r**-ftw.,,") 
: _ffiwt*_

where the prime refers to the spatial derivative.

úions (41)-(44) leads to:



Observe lhat Equaúions (45)-(46) consiitute a set of coupled, variable-coefficient ordina^ry dif-

ferential equations. The coefficients a! - a6,¡ containing the unknown eigenvalue À-, can be

evaluated from:

o.,-oAG-A -q oo:4' p ¡¡z - pIIz pII' P Il
E

o2 - fr' a5: æ (47)

,, QJ, n AGo":X?*!, aø:Àln-^n pI - pII

The solutions of Equatíons (45)-(46) for the three Cases I, II, III are no\Ã¡ derived.

Case f - Q * 0, q : 0: for this case of concentrated follower force only, Equaúioas (a5)-(a6)

reduce to:

atWÜ**asWv*:a+Wl,n

orW#,o * aaW** - -a+Wl¡,n

Note that these are row constant-coefficient, ordinary difierential equations which can be solved i

exactly. Uncoupling them, we get:

"W[,2,+bIÃ/::,**cWu*-0 (50)

"W[I+bW:í*rcWs^-0 (51)

(48)

(4e)

where
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EIo: 
6--o ¡x

u:fi('* #)^,*-ffi*x*.ft
pI r4 {lJ, ,3 r2c:-ÃÀ;- 

"AG^k-^;

ana X:L- h

(52)

Now we need to prove that b2 - 4ac > 0z

b2 - 4ac : l*(" * #) ^:. 
- ffi*x* . #1"

-nffi*(#^r-#^'^-^'-)

:lh(** #)s'z*-ffi*^,.)'

.,lh(" * #) ^'z* 
- ffi*^*) # . (#)'

-nffi*(#^r-#^'--^'-)
From Equation (60) in Chapter 2, it can be proved that,

lh (.. #) ^:. 
- ffixx*l' - ^#. (#^"- - %^'* - ^i)

: lhQ - #) ^'z* 
- ffi^-]' * nffix^?* > o



therefore,

b2 -4øc:

Thus, the solutions of Equatíons (50)-(51) can be obtained for two casesl: 0 < G -4ø¿ <b

^o¿ 
tfi - 4o;¿ ) ô. Hor¡¡ever, in presenting the results, we will give the solutions of the latter

case first as they are associated with lower frequencies. Thus, the solutions for ffi¿ > b

afe:

Wv* (O : 1.1 cosh (rtO + Lz sinh (rt() + 1.3 cos ("rO + .4.a sin ("r( )

SimilarlS from Equaúion (51) Ìve can solve fot WE,n:

(53)

Wv,n (O : .B1 sinh("tO + .B2 cosh (rt() + .B3 sin (rzfl + Ba cos (rr( ) (54)

in which

S2: (55)

lNote that ihe

follower forces.

third case of !Eñ: ó is not

ffi^-l' *,1* (. - #) ^L 
- ffi*^*] #

'#^r++ffixxï

ffi*x*. #l' ++ffiÀ'- > o

l**Q-Ð^'z*-
( a \' -o I E
\pAIr) '-I2A rcG

l**Q-#)^,^-
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Imposing the boundary conditions yields the frequency equation. Noting ihat the consta.nts At -
A+ and Br - Ba ate related by Equatìons (53)-(54), we have:

ic1s1co"h("r) - c2E2cos(s2)] 
l(", - 

Ict)cosh(s1 ) * ï(r, + Icz) cos(sz)]

- "r["rsinh(s1 )+"rsin(sz)] [fr, -lc1)sinh(sr)*(", *Ic2)rio("r)] :o (56)

from which the system frequencies are computed. The mode shapes are found from,

Wu,,: 
["orh("r() - 

4sinh(s1() -cos(s2()- *sin(szO] 
(52)

Wv,n: [", sinh(s1O - dcosh(srO - c2 sin(s2O + dcos(s2()]

where

"': * (#. *+'?)

",: *(#. -+4)

s _ cls¡cosh(s1) - czszcos(s2)--6

In the second case, namely, 0 < JF - +"" ( ó, the results fot W¡¡rrn and WE- are:

Wu,n (O : .r4.1 cos (3tO + ,4.2 sin (.îrO + Lg cos ("r() + áa sin (rr( ) (58)

Wv* (C) : 81 sin (.ôt() + 82 cos (,ôtO + 83 sin (rrO + Ba cos (rz( ) (59)
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b_Jmõ (60)

in which.îr is defined as

81:?81:

Carrying out the same mathematical procedure as before, the frequency equation for this case

is found to be:

(61)

and the mode shapes are given by:

where

,î.' sinf.î' ) - so sinlso)- \ -t - \ -/

Case IT- Q:0,e l0 and Case III- Q +0,,q*0: sincethe solutionprocessfor

the case of distributed follower force only and for the combined concentrated and disiribuied
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[ar;r cor(; t) - c2"2cos(sz)] 
[fu, 

* tê1) cos(.î1 ) - ï(r, + 1"2)"or("r)]

+ ar l;, sin(.î1) - s2 sin(s2l] 
[f;, 

+ tôl) sin(.î1) - (", * Ic2)rio("2)] : o

wu*: 
þ"r{ure 

) - *sin(.î1() - cos(s2() + 4 ri"{rre)]

Wv,n: 
IU, 

sin(.31() * ácos(.î1O - "rsin(s2O - ácos(s2()]

*(#^'-+,:)
ô1.î1 cos(.î1) - "r"rcos(s2)

CL:

â.:



follower forces case are the same, they are presented jointly here. Unlike Case I, the equations

of motion for these two cases ¿ì,re now of the va¡iable-coefficient type which is evident from

Equatíons (45)-(46). To solve these equations analytically, a series-type solution is employed

(Zu and Ean (1993)). Since there are no singularities in the range considered here which is the

situation for most practical engineering problems, the form of the solution cao be assumed to

be:

Wu,,: Ë "¡Cii:0

oo

wv,n:luiCj
j:0

(63)

(64)

Because the unknown À,," is buried in the coeffi.cients t¡t Ajt the resulting algebraic expressions

for these coefficients become rather complicated. Luckily, of the infinite number of coeffi.cients,

onlyfourareindependent. Choosingthefirstfournamely¡rorAo¡æLtAr,¡ ãs independents,the

remaining coefficents Øz¡ gz¡ Ðs,t Us,. -. onwards can then be obtained in terms of c6, Ao¡ Ðt¡ Ar

via a recursive relationship. This relationship is derived by substituting Equations (63)-(64)

irrto Equaúions (45)-(46). That is,
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j:0:

j>oz

&g a4nz: -ñro + 

^Ut
d6 a4

Yz: -ñeo - ¡;x't

1ti+z: -æ;6Ttl"rij * 1)o¡."1 * a3t¡ - "n(i + l)s¡+t]

1
ui+z: -ñTñÃlouu¡ + ø+(i + 1)"¡+t]

(65)

(66)

(67)

(68)

Eaving derived the recursive relationship, the solutions in Equ atíons (63)-(64) can nov¡ be re-

written into the following compact form, by expressing x2rAz¡rttAs¡-.. onwards in terms of

the independent coeffi.cientsr o0r Aot rt, gl1. Eence, the results are

Wurn : Xroîo * XcoUo * Xrrrt * Xcrgt

W*rn:YroÐo *Yroyo lY"rq *Ysrgt

(6e)

(70)

where
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x¿o:t- frroe, +ffiç - aïasla? - a?l?!L]-- alaslzasar# +...

t7 Ø6d.4 tS , A4A2A6 ,4 ,Auo : - u*tt - r2"?"r\ -r "'

v _ Ì asas * aZ ¿s , az(øs + aTlas) ,+ ,.^EL- S--;-S TT---S T...oasay L¿a,i

1, a4 ,2 a4az ¡s -alaala! ! asaaf2at * a+(aø * af;/a1)12o, ,n rú,\nst:ñ\ 6"?\ - I2", s--r"' \r*i

î, AgA4 ,,5 CI4A2A3 ,4 ,r zo : Aa*rS - @S 
-r "'

Lr - 1 ou ,, , ø|az * a?+øa .+ ,r vo - '- zor\ - 24"þ, 5 -r '"

1' &4 ¡2 a4a6a1 * a+atas * ol rnr¿\:-Z"rs -Ws -r"'

\r - t aaat * a?+ ,s , o?oz Ì4 ,rst: S- 6"r", ç -Zq"r"1S -r"'

(71)

(72)

(73)

(75)

(76)

(77)

(78)

Note that the series summation in the original solution is now "transferredt' to these four func-

tions Xrs - Yct. To derive the frequency equation for evaluating À*, it is necessary to express

the boundary conditions given by Equation (38) in terms of the selected eigenvectors. Thus, we

have:

W6r^(0) :0,

WE*(o) : g,

W!*(t¡ : s

I*,r,-rt>- T,t,E-(l) : Q

(7e)

The independent coeffi.cientsr z0r Uo¡rt¡At ca,n be determined from the prescribed boundary

conditions. Invoking these boundary conditions, it is found that øs, ys vanish while rtt Ut
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satisfy:

YirQ)r, *rir(l)vr -o (80)

(81)

To obtain the frequency equation for computing À-, the determinant oî. Equations (80)-(81) can

be set to zero. The result is,

-0 (82)

The solution of Equation (82) for natural frequencies is not trivial the algorithm that has been

developed for it is described here. There are two sources of difficulties: X4, XytrY4,Yyt

are very complicated polynomial functions of the unknown À-, and secondly it is impossible

to derive an expression for the general r¿th term. The only way to compute the various terms

in the polynomial functions is to generate each term f¡om its previous term via the recursive

relationship of. Equaúions (65)-(68). flowever, the need to use algebraic expressions for the

unknowns \rn, a,o¡ Ao¡ rL, Ut in the recursive relationship also poses a problem. It implies that

the generation of the next term from its previous term must be carried out algebraically rather

than numerically. This dilemma can be overcome by the use of a computer program such

as MAPLE which is capable of handling symbolic algebraic operations. In this manner, each

successive term can be generated recursively in the form of an algebraic expression, prior to

ssrnrnilg and numerical evaluation. Another problem confronted with in the calculation is the

memory limitation of our PC-based MAPLE. For example, to solve for À-, it is necessary to

resort to an iterative process by assuming a trial va.lue for it. Convergence is attained when the

f|tl,rt, - %,(1)] ", + []xí,(r) - 
v,,(1)] ut :0

yt,G)li*¡(l) - y,,(1)] -yJ,G)li*t,(1) - %,(1)]
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assumed À- satisfies a prescribed tolerance. It is found that emplonog a high number of terms

such as surn'nation up to the first 50 terms is necessary, particularly for higher modes, in ord.er

to reach convetgence.

The mode shapes Wurn a¡.d W*,n are then calculated from:

4.3.2 Numerical Simulations and Discussions

Some numerical results are given here to illustrate the frequency characteristics of the spinning

bea'.t system under the action of follower forces. For convenience, the following non-dimensional

para-rneters for the concentrated end follower force Q and the uniformly distributed follower

force g are defined:

wu*: xxt -ffi*r,
YJr(r),,
Y;trt¡"'Wvrn - YxL

Q : Q IQI",

4: qlq?",

(83)

(84)

(85)
Q?" : r9.77EI lt2

q:" : 40-0581l13

where Q?", qE" are respectively, the critical concentrated end follower forces and critical uni-

formly distributed follower forces based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory beyond which

the system loses its stability. In addiiion to these dimensionless loadings, the following non-

dimensional parameters are introduced:
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lì, : Qluro - non-dimensional rotational speed

þ :moll 
- Rayleigh be'm coefficient

(86)

in which ø1s is the first at-rest frequency and 16 is the radius of gyration of a circular cross

section. Note that a small value of B corresponds to a slender beatt and a large value, to a

stubby bea.-.

To verify our model, comparison wiih the published results of Afagh and Leipholz (1990) is

made. They studied the free and forced vibration response of a non-spinning Euler-Bernoulli

beatt subjected to uniformly distributed follower forces. To simulate their situation, the spin

rate in our model was put to zero and the beam was made as slender as the one used in Afagh

and Leipholz's work, but still modelled by the Timoshenko beam theory. The concentrated

follower force Q is also set zero. The data used in this verification example is given in Afagh

and Leipholz's paper. Table 3 lists the variation of the natural frequency parameter À¿4 vrith

the four magnitudes of the follower force, for the first five modes. Observe that the agreement

is excellent for the first mode, with an error of one percent. But the error becomes bigger at

higher modes. This discrepancy is due to the fact that the accuracy of the Euler-Bernoulli beam

deteriorates at higher modes. Also, note that for the first mode, the frequency increases with

increasing magnitude of the follower force, and this implies that the presence of follower forces

tends to make the structure stiffer.

The basic data employed in all the examples are:

E - 207GPa,

G :77.6GPa,

p:7700kg1^t,,

rc: 0.9,
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Table 3 Variation of natural frequency parameters with distributed follower force

Natural Frequency Parameter À/a
Mode

Number 4:0% 4:25% 4: 50% 4:75%

lst
Mode

Afagh & Leipholz
Present Siudy

L2.36
12.33

17.80
t7.78

26.86
26.89

44.18
44.70

2nd
Mode

Afagh & Leipholz
Present Study

485.52
477.22

417.5t
409.47

345.23
337.31

263.95
255.70

3rd
Mode

Afagh & Leipholz
Present Study

3,806.55
3,655.79

3,575.87
3,427.25

3,343.40
3,196.87

3,109.05
2,964.42

4rh
Mode

Afagh & Leipholz
Present Study

L4,677.3
13,585.5

14,L27.7
13,097.8

L3,622.9
L2,607.6

L3,122.9
12,115.1

5th
Mode

Afagh & Leipholz
Present Study

39,943.8
35,649.2

39,083.8
34,810.8

38,221.8
33,969.9

37,357.9
33,126.4

Figure 16 depicts the variation of natural frequencies corresponöng to the first four modes with

the concentrated follower force for different values of the distribuied follower forces. Note that

the eigenvalue l- yields the natural frequency c¿. The vaJue of B chosen for this simulation run

is 0.15 which implies a stubby beam. Let the forward and the backward precession frequencies

be denoted by solid and broken lines respectively. Observe that for a selected magnitude of

g, the first and second forward (or backward) precession frequencies coalesce when a certain

value of the concentrated follower force Õ" ir attained. Similarly, this is also the case for the

third and the fourth modes where the frequencies coalesce for a sufficiently larger value of

the concentrated follower force @". 
'We call the values @" criiical va^lues of the concentrated

follower force since any further increase of these forces would produce complex conjugate roots,

implying the occurence of fl.utter-type instabiüty. Thus, the coalescence of the first and the
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Figure 16. Variation of nafural frequencies with concentrated
follower forces for different values of distributed
follower forces at O:2.5, þ:0.L5
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second frequencies couesponds to the first critical point while the coalescence of the third a¡rd

the fourth frequencies couesponds to the second critical point. Due to the spinning motion, the

critical follower forces associated with the forward and backward precession modes are different.

A su"."tany of the critical follower forces Q" fot the first and the second critical points is listed

in Table 4 for the first two critical points. It would be expected ihat critical points will happen

at higher modes at a similar fashion.

Table 4 CntLcal Follower Forces ["

2nd critical point
forward backward

4 =ÙVo

4- =25Vo
4 =50Vo
4 =75Vo

To show the interaction between the two types of follower forces more clearly, a three-dimensional

plot is given in Figure 17. In this plot, both the magnitudes of the concentrated follower forces

and the distributed follower forces are changing. The envelope of ihe plot represents critical

points at which certain combination of the two types of follower forces will cause the onset of

instability.

In the next few plots, from Figures 18-20, the influence of the beam's stubbiness as characterized

by þ, on the natural frequencies of the system subjected to various magnitudes of the follower

forces, is investigated. Results for the first three modes and at a spinrate of O : 2.5 are shown.

3.31s
3.049
2.777
2.521

3.263
2.998
2.725
2.459

1st critical point

0.8566 0.8030
0.5989 0.s487
0.3382 0.2914
0.0749 0.0318
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In Figure 18, the graph pertains to the case of concentrated end follower force only, (Case I),

Fìgure 19 to uniformly distributed follower force only, (Case II) and Figures 20(a)-(c), to

the combined concentrated end and uniformly distributed follower forces (Case III). Untike

Figures 18-20(b) where graphs for four selected magnitudes of Q are given, in Figure 20(c),

graphs for only two lower values of @ a.re depicted. The reason for this reduction is simply

because such graphs do not exist for the higher values of Q. Criiical values oî. B for the three

loading types, narnelyr Case I, fI, IIf are tabulated in, Table 5. Note thai all omitted values in

this table pertain to a non-beam structure and therefore, not listed. For this situation P > 0.4.

Figure 21 shows the change of the first three normalized natural frequencies uf urc with the

normalized spinrate Õ, for a stubby beam with B : 0.15. The normalization factor @r1s is the

first natural frequency of ihe static. Timoshenko beam. Observe that the forward precession

frequencies are always larger than the backwa¡d precession frequencies. The only exception

to this trend is when the magnitude of the follower force becomes suff.ciently large, the first

backward precession frequency becomes larger than the first forward precession frequency. In

our case, this occurs at f :75T0.

Eaving discussed various numerical results on natural frequencies, mode shapes of the system

will be shown next. Since the mode shapes for the system under the concentrated end follower

forces or distributed follower forces are very similar, only the mode shapes of the sytem subjected

to distributed follower forces wiil be plotted. The first three mode shapes of the transverse

deflection Wv,n and their corresponding bending angles Wv,, are plotted in Figure 22. Fow

different magnitudes of the distributed follower forces are considered. Like the frequency plots,

the forward precession mode are represented by the solid lines and the backward precession

modes by the broken lines.
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Table 5 Critical Rayleigh beam coeff,rcient B

Q =25%o

0.3703
0.2945

I =25%o 4 = 50Yo

0.3094
0.2769

Q =lïYo Q =30Yo Q = 50%o

Q=50% A =75%
0.2095
0.t739

q =75%o

0.1845
0.1 630

Case II

Case III

0.3812

Q =70Yo
0.26tt
0.2316

0.1375
0.t206

0.3072
0.2635

0.2t77
0.1 888

0.0768
0.0680

0.1 993
0. i715

0.t667
0.1462

0.0868
0.0736

0.1140
0.0996

O =30% 0=40%

O =10% O =20%

Forward
Backward

4.4 Forced Vibration Analysis

In this section, forced vibrations of a spinning Timoshenko beam under concentrated and dis-

tributed follower forces are solved analytically. Due to the presence of the follower forces, the

system becomes non self-adjoint. Using the adjoint concept and technique, the forced vibration

analysis is achieved using modal expansion and the eigenanalysis of the adjoint system. Finally,

some parametric study on a spinning Timoshenko bea- subjected to follower forces is given.

F:
B:

4.4.L Solutions
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Due to the presence of the follower forces, the system solved here is truly non self-adjoiat.

To carry out a free vibration analysis of this system, onIT the eigenpairs comprising natura.l

frequencies and mode shapes, associated with the system are required. This is given in last

section. On the other hand, to perform a forced vibration analysis, additional information via

the eigenpairs of the adjoint system is required as well. Using the adjoint analysis carried out

in ,Secúion 4.1.1, the formal adjoints of the mass and stiffness matrix operators [M*), [K*] are

found to be:

lM"l: lMl:

[/1.] :

0

AII
0

0

Alr 0

00
00
01

:l
-n*)

(88)

Alr o

o (-ffi+&*s;=g))
00
n xAG ðr., --pFTC

a2 
-2LaAC2 pll õe

0

0

1

0

0

xAG I
pII ôÇ

0

E 62 , xAG-Vt-æ t pI

(8e)

Having obtained the formal adjoint mass and stiffness matrix operators, the next step is to

determine the boundary conditions defining the manifold of the adjoint system. In the last

section, {W},. denotes the rnth eigenvector of the original. Thus, here we use {I,7*}* to denote

the r¿th eigenvector of the adjoint system. Like Equation (40), {W*}* can be expressed as,

{w"}*: (fuü* wû* wö* wö,_)' (e0)

where, again, the eigenvector components pertaining to the transverse deflections are assigned

a subscript [/ and those referring to the bending angles a subscript !ú. Note also that the
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compoûents associated with the derivatives of T) a;re indicated by the tilded symbol. Carrying

out the following inner product ca,lculations for the r¿th and nth eigenvectors of the original

and adjoint systems respectively results in:

(tKt{w}*,{w*}.) : + I,' frü.fru,,". (#_ -#) lo'*¡,*¡¡*oc

+ fr lo' 
,o*{ [,t - c)wü,.f' + cwt ,.] ,, * # lo' 

*¡.*ç,,0ç

+ I,' frö-ú*,, - # lo' 
*r,rr,-d'e - # I,' wö-w{,*dç,

. # lo' 
*i.***oç

and

({w},-,lK-){w.}à : + lo' 
wü.wu,.d.c + (# - #) Io' 

,ij:,*u,.oe

+ 4{/' i,t - c) - ewii*l'*t *t, - l: w#,wu,.de\

. # Io' 
*r',*u^ dc t 

Io' 
*r^*** d,e - # fo' 

*¡,**,.0ç

- # lo' 
wö,lw**d(, * # lo' 

*ç.***oç

Integrating by parts yields:

([K]{W} *, {W. } ") 
: ({W},lK-l{W-}'") + s.C.
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Considering the boundary conditions expressed in terms of the eigenvectors of the original

system, Equation (79), and substituting those boundary conditions into Equaúion (91), the

boundary conditions of the adjoint system are derived after some manipulation. That is,

in which the boundary terms are,

B.c.: (# -#) (wii,wu,.tà -wü.wi,*tt)

+ +[tt - Ci (wil.wu,.lt -wü.wí]- lå) - wü^wr,.l,of (e1)

nAG
+ ry (wi,wu* lä -wt,*w*- lå) - fr {**wv,n lå -wö.wi,.l'o)

wü,*(o) :0, wö'*(r) * #rt*(l) - o

(e2)
wö,.(0) - 0, i (t - #r)wií.e) -wö*(r) * #*t-(1) :0

Now, we will solve the eigenvalue problem of the adjoint system. The eigen-equation for the

adjoint system is:

^*[M-]{W*}* 
: lK*){W*}*,, rn: *L,12,...

Expanding Equation (93) results in:

t24
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^r.Wör.: 
Wö^

^*(frö,.-Y*t-): -#ro^

.#l*rr-#*r*

#,r*

^*lwü,-:

^*î*ü,-:

t< AG
pII

q:-
pIl'

2q: ln'
,ZA: 
^m 

_î¡

l*r*
I nAG , Q

L- plt, - pII,

(e4)

#'r* (e5)

(e6)

(e7)

(e8)

(ee)

- #*t''*
Eliminating the two tilde variables in Equations (9+)-(97) results in,

("i + "ii)wiji- * aiW[i,* * aiWfr^ : alWö'*

"äWö'L 
* aiW$,. : - aiWü,.

where

ai

a2

Aq
¿¡z - ptl'

a5:

&6:

a7:

rcAG
pI

E
;t,
r2.O/"
^m - Àm-1-pl

(100)

o,3

rcAG
pI

o,4

The eigensolutions of the adjoint system

follower force actions are now derived.

given by Equations (98)-(99)
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Case I- Q * 0, q:0, for this case of concentratedfollowerforce only, the constants øf , ai, al

become,

ai:ai:Q

The governing equations for the eigensolutions in Equations (98)-(99) now reduce to constant

coeff.cient differential equations and thus, can be solved exactly. Introducing,

* rcAG Aor: ;î - pIIr,

.EIo' : rþAx

u.:h("* #)^I-ffi*x*. r-*
(101)

"*:J*^4*-*h^1-^r*
.aY:l/a' - rcAG

and

It can be easily proved that b*2 - 4a| c* ) 0 as in last section. Then, the eigensolutions can

be computed for two cases2: 0 ( lFt - qa*c- < ô* and fff - 4a\- > ô*. In presenting the

resuIts,theeigensolutionsofthesecondcase'n¿[ne|y,,,@>ô*aregivenfirst,asthey

are associated with lower frequencies. Thus, we have:

Wü,. - Ai cosh (si() * -4i sinh (riO + Li cos ("i() * Ái sin ("i( ) (102)

Wö,. - Bi sinh (siO + Bi cosh (siO * Bi sin ("äO + Bi cos (siO (103)

2NotethatthethirdcaseofJw:ó*isnotpossibleasitimpliesunrealistical1ylarge

follower forces.
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where

-

* l_ó* * Jb*z - 4ø*c*

"t:V 2"-

-

* .l$*¡r/þ*z-4ø*c*"':V z"-

^* . * lu*-@=G"-81:2J1:\ 
*

(104)

(105)

For the case of g a.vñg 1b*, the eigensolutions are:

Wü,. (() : Li cos (.îiC) * áj sin (ei() + .,4.{ cos ("äO + Ái sin (rä( )

Wä,. (O : Bi sin (.0iC) + Bi cos (.îiC) + Bi sin (räO + Bi cos (ri( )

where

(106)

(107)

(108)

Imposing the boundary conditions yields the frequency equations. Since the constaots .4i - Ai

and Bi - Bi are related by Equatìons (106)-(107), the equations become:
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[r"l"l 
* 9lo>cosh(si) - ki,i * #l*,i,;)] [(iq - "l) coshþi)

*fi (i"; * ";).".1";¡] - fr"l,l * #¡sinh(si) + þisi * ffi),i"("ä)]

. [(T"l - "l) sinh(si) * (+"; * ";)sin(si)] 
: o, ¡F**- > ô.I10e)

ftulul 
* #lcos(,îi) - Gi"i * #1"",t,;)] [(îq * ur) cos(.îi)

-l G', * ";)"".1";¡] * lrulul 
* ffi>sin(.ôi) - (¿i,ä * ffi),t'1,;¡]

. [(iq * al) sin(si') - (i'; * ";)sin(s])] 
: o, (\/b", -4aft. < å.)(110)

wu,n- 
["orh(ric) - { 

sinh(si() - cos(s ;0 - ä 
rt"f";,,] ,

WE*: ["î sinh(siQ - d* cosh("î() - c] sin(sjO + d. cos(siO],

and the mode shapes are

Wu* -

Wúrn:

-cos(si() +{rio1

Ò-"isin(sjO-á.

(@ 4"\- < ó*) (112)

> å*) (111)

,t,,] ,

cos(siO],

þ..cul,l 
- i,t"1u1ç¡

Ia1 
.i"1;1ç ) + å. cos(.îi

b*2 - 4A*C*

in which
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"i: + (** *T"r')

";:|(#,'-+"r')
(cf si + QIIEI)cosh(si) - ki"i + QtIEI)cos(si)

(cisi + QrlEr) sính(si) + (cisi + Qtci/E/ci) sin(si)

;. _ (ôi.îi + SIIEI) cos(si') - þi"i ¡ QIIEI) cos(si)u:

Case II & Case IfI

As depicted in Equations (98)-(99), the equations of motion for these two cases are of the

variable-coefficient type and thus, their solutions are presented jointly here. To solve them

analytically, a series-type solution is employed. This is justified by observing that in the range

considered here, there exist no singularities which is consistent with the situation for most

practical engineering problems. The series is defined as:

wü*:lrld (118)
j=o

oo

Wö,,: lui}t (114)
j=o

where ,iryi are arbitrary coefficients containing the unknown eigenvalue À-. Substituting :

Equations (113)-(114) inio Equations (98)-(99), and observing that there are only four indepen-

dent coefficients from ihe infinite number of coefrcients in Equations (113)-(114), the following

recursive relations for the coefficients are derived:
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j :0:

L2-

yi:

ai*
-è4'2oî'o

ai*
- Z"¿Uo

afi*
2ai't

ai*
2oå r

(115),ø!** *¡"

(116)

j>ot

ùn*2 - aij+zXj+t)

1

+aþj-"iU+ (117)

Ui,+z: aij+zXr+t) (118)

Selecting cö, gö, nT, UT, as the four independent coeffi.cients, then through the use of the recur-

sive relationships given in Equations (115)-(118), the solutions Wi¡,o, Wö* of. Equatìons (113)-

(114) can now be expressed in terms of these four coefficients. That is,

r)vî*, ){1";ri + 1) j + oä(r + r)]ci*,

l"îoî +"i(j+r)zj*,]

Wü*: Xiorö + Xi"ai * Xi,æi + Xi,ai

Wö.-:Yiotö +Y|"ai *Y],fi +Yi,ai

(11e)

(120)
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x1o: t - #rz * 
@i !::,) "i' ,'

, 1 I Q"i+a)(øi+ai)ait 24"î' L- "'

'r. oiai ,s , (zai + ai) aiai ,n ,Aso:-u7"¿\ T ,24aî:aå s -r"'

x't:e _ 
#çz 

_-þi+ai)ai!_läai+aiaiz laå e * &{ru"; +3øi)

. # l-(ai+-iÐa; 
+ai*;] . #.ffi) ,-*

r,* øi ¡2 @i + oi) oi ,,Ast: ?*ît --6"f \

-(2ai + aÐ(ai + øÐai - aioi - aË(ai * ai2 lai)f t,
T- z"i - 2o* It r"'

'F* ai,ai ¡s aiai@i * ai) ,+ ,rzo:6"î"ä\ - 24aW S -r"'

17* , aT ¡2 , ai2 + ai2ailai) ,o ,ruo: \ -r 
24aå2 ç T"'

r'* ai ¡2, aiai ¡s, I {aiai, "ä IrzL:-r"ät -6q4\ -24"ål 4 -q L-

Í,* , øiai * øI2 ," , oiz(ai * ai) ,+ ,ru!: ç- 6dd s r 24oi4 t r"'

+ai2.#l (n + ...

(ai + ai)aä
ai

1r_-t
12ai I

*ai+o] )f +

To derive the frequency equation for the determination of À- the boundary conditions of the

adjoint system which are depicted by Equation (92), are imposed. This yields,
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The solution of Equation (121) is not irivial and a similar algorithm as described in Sectioa

4.3.1 for computing the eigenvalues of the original non self-adjoint system is employed. Now,

the mode shapes, Wi*andwö* can be found and are given by:

rJ,(1) f|";l,tl - rJ,(l) + 4x;,Oll

-Yiio> []"t,rtl - rå(1) * #*:,(t)] : o

Wû,,: Xît-ffi*r,

Wö,,:Yit-ffi";

(12t)

(t22)

(123)

Having obtained eigenpairs of both the original non self-adjoint and the adjoint systems, the

dynamic response may nou¡ be computed. Using the method described in ,Secúion 4.L.2. and

considering the initial condition, the generalized coorditate qo, is obtained by:

8n : 8,n(0)e^^' * Io' Q,n(r)e^^G-ù d,s (Lz4)

Replacing the imaginary time r by the real time ú via the relationship r : it, gm can be

expressed in terms of real time f . The iniiial value q-(0) is calculated by,

q-(o) : 
h{MHmG,o)}, {r4l.}-)

Wö^{,((,0) d(]wt *t/(C, o) ¿e + (¡-

L32
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where

ù* : (tMl{W}*,{W*I*) (126)

The response [/ is now given by Equation (40), namely,

' 
: 

*Ð-*,wu'nq'n 
(127)

4.4.2 Numerical Simulations and Discussions

Some numerical examples are given here to illustrate the computation of the dynamic response

of a spin''ing Timoshenko beam under the action of both concentrated and distributed follower

forces. The basic data used fot E, G, p, rc, the non-dimensional rotational speed Õ, the Rayteigh

beam coeffi.cient þ ur..d the non-dimensional follower force parameters @ and q are the sarne as

' employed in the previous sections.

r To compute dyn""'ic response, the beam is subjected to an exponentially decreasing lateral load

acting along OXZ plane given by,

P(e ,t) : De-lt (128)

where C - 10kN l^,I: 1s-1.

At t : 0 the lateral loading on the beam is simply the uniformly distributed static load D. The

resulting initial deflections of the beam as indicated by Equation (125), ate U((,0), !f((,0).
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Using the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory as a good first approximation to calculate the initial

deflection curve, ihe following difierential equation governs:

lur''o)"" + lor + Io - o] uqç, o¡" _D (12e)

The corresponding initiat bending angle V(C,0) is then obtained simply by taking the derivative

of I/((,0).

Figure 23 and Figure 24 show the normalized tip deflections ux/uo versus time for Case I and

Case If for four different magnitudes of follower forces. These are defl.ections in the plane of the

load. Note that ,rrs is the tip deflection of an Euler-Bernoulli beams due to a static distributed

lateral load C but without any follower forces. As in the earlier plots, we have used 0 : 2.5 and

þ :0.L5 for the numerical simulations. As shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24, the influence of

Q ar'dg on the response of the beam is similar when they are applied separately. They decrease

in an approximately exponential form. As would be expected, the deflection decreases with

increasing magnitude of follower forces, due to the increasing structural stiffness.

In Figure 25, the normalized tip deflections wiih time for Case flf under the combined action

of the concentrated and distributed follower forces are depicted. Note that Frgures 25(a),(b) and

(c) correspond to Q:25To, 4: 50% and q- : 75To respectively. Results for four difierent mag-

nitudes of the concentrated follower forces are plotted in Figures 25(a) and (b). In Figure 25(c),

only two magnitudes of Q are considered. This is because at f :7570 which implies a la¡ge

distributed follower force magnitude, the concentrated follower force magnitude @ must be quite

small to ensure structural stabiliiy. As in the previous simulation plots Õ : 2.5, and B - 0.15,

sfor an Euler-Bernoulli's beam, the response is the s¿ùrne regardless of whether it is stationary

or spinning
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except for the following follower force situations: in Figure 25(a), at Q : 70%, P : 0.0?, in

Figure 25(b) at Q :30%, P: 0.14 and at Q : 40T0,, þ :0.09, and finally, in Figure 25(c), at

Q -10y0, þ -0.t2 andat Q:20VorÉ:0.06. Notethat thesevalues of.B arcspecially chosen

so that they do not exceed the critical þ, to ensure that the be"rn will not experience flutter-

t¡>e instabiliiy. Observe that under the combined action of the concentrated and distributed

follower forces, the tip deflections do not necessarily exhibii an exponential decrease. This is

quite difierent f¡om the results plotted in Figures 23 and 24 wherc the two follower-force types

were acting separately.

The evolution of the structural deflections ?¿x anduy over the span of the beam for the first five

seconds of vibrations is sketched in Figures 26 and 27. Again, since u¡ is in the plane of the

load and uy perpendicular to the plane of the load, the former is termed the primary deflection

a,nd the latter, because of íts much smaller magnitude, is termed as the secondary deflection.

As before, the system is under the combined action of the concentrated and distributed follower

forces Q: 4:25T0, and subjected to an exponentially decreasing lateral pertubation defined

by Equation (128). The beam is set to spin at Õ : 2.5, and to investigate the effects of the

beam stubbiness on the dynamic response, four different values of the Rayleigh beam coefficient,

namely, þ : O.Lr 0.15, 0.2, 0.25 are employed. The resulting deflections are normalized with

respect to the tip deflection of an Euler-Bernoulli beam with the same þ "od 
subjected to the

sarrle follower forces. Due to the particular choice of normalization, the primary deflections

are found to be very similar even though their B values are different. On the other hand, the

normalized secondary defl.ections do not display this kind of similarity. Observe also that the

primary deflections decrease with time whereas, the secondary deflections oscillate back and

forth.

Finally, responses for Case II for different magnitudes of q are plotted in Figures 28 and 29.
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These figures a,re generated for the same stubby beam, i.u. þ - 0.15, spinning at the sâ.rne

norme.lized speed of Õ : 2.5 and loaded by .o exponentially decreasing lateral perturbation

deûned by Equation (128). Similar to Fìgure 26 and 27,in Fìgure 28, the primary deflections

are given over time and they are normalized with respect to the tip deflection of a static Euler-

Bernoulli be"m subjected to the same corresponding follower forces. The difierential equation

governing this static deflection is given by:

(130)

Notice from the Figure 28 that at t :0, the deflections are the maximum. Then, they decrease

exponentialty with time, which is expected from the nature of ihe prescribed external load. In

Figure 29, the normalized deflections in the plane perpendicular to the plane of loading over time

are plotted. Observe that at f : 0, the secondary deflections ate zeto,) which is contrary to the

behavior of the primary deflections, but expected as there are no initial secondary deflections.

As the time increases, these secondary deflections oscillate back and forth rather than decrease

exponentially as noted in the primary deflections.

uiurr, 
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4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, the concept of non self-adjointess is thoroughly discussed and is extended to a

difierential matrix operator. A unified method for non self-adjoint systerns as well as self-adjoint

systems in structural dyna.rnics is proposed. As a typical non self-adjoint system, a cantilever

spinning Timoshenko bea"' system subjected to concentrated end follower forces and distributed

follower forces is solved analytically. Both free and forced vibration aualyses are carried out and

numerical results a^re given. Based on these studies, the following conclusions are drawn for a

spinning Timoshenko beam system subjected to follower forces:

(") A series type of solution is obtained to calculate the frequencies and modes of the system.

To make the frequency equation computable using PC based computers, a novel solution

algorithm involviug symbolic algebraic operations with each term determined recursively

is necessarily introduced.

(b) Wiih the presence of the follower forces, the frequency of the ûrst mode increases with

increasing magnitudes of the follower forces. This means that the follower forces tend to

make the structure stiffer.

(c) When a spinning beam system is subjected to follower forces, the fl.utter-iype instability

occurs at certain magnitudes of the follower forces at different modes.

(d) Under the exponentially decreasing lateral load, the primary deflections decrease expo-

nentially with time when the concentrated follower forces and distributed follower forces

are acting on the beattt separately. Eowever, under the combined action of the concen-

trated and distributed follower forces, the primary deflections do not necessarity exhibit

an exponentially decreasing trend.

(e) Unlike the primary deflections, the secondary defl.ections do not decrease exponentially
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with time. Instead, they oscillate back and forth. It is expected that the seconda^ry

defl.ections aîe zeto at ú : 0.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMA.RY, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUR,E \MORK

5.1 Summar¡r

The aim of this thesis is to study the dynarnics of a spinning Timoshenko be^."'' system. There

are two types of systems encountered in this work: a self-adjoint spinning Timoshenko be""t

system and a non self-adjoint spinning Timoshenko beam system. .4, spinning Timoshenko beam

system is a self-adjoint system when it is subjected to ordinary external loads, like the moving

force analyzed in Chapter 2. On the other hand, when the spinning beam is subjected to a

special type of non-conservative force, üke the follower type of forces analyzed in Chapter 4, the

system becomes uon self-adjoint.

Analytical approaches are adopted in this thesis to perform the dynamic analysis on self-adjoint

and non self-adjoint spinning Timoshenko beam systems. To solve the system analyticallyr an

important concept, the concept of a difierential matrix operator is introduced. Self-adjoint

matrix operators and non self-adjoint matrix operators are thoroughly defined mathematically

in the thesis. Orthogonality conditions are given for self-adjoint systems while biorthogonality

conditions are derived for non self-adjoint systems. The traditional modal expansion technique

is extended to apply to differential matrix operators to solve the dynamic response of self-adjoint

and non self-adjoint systems.

The dynamic analysis carried out in this doctoral research is mainly focused on free vibration

analysis and forced vibration analysis. Natural frequencies, mode shapes and dynamic response

are obtained and calculated for both the self-adjoint spinning Timoshenko beam system and the
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non self-adjoint spinning Timoshenko be"t'' system. In addition, for the self-adjoint spinning

Timoshenko beam system, the dependency of the frequencies on the frame of reference is dis-

cussed. Some concepts regarding the critical speeds are clarified and critical speeds are obtained.

Further, for the non self-adjoint spinning Timoshenko beam system subjected to follower forces,

critical values of follower forces and Rayleigh bea'n coefficient which correspond to the onset of

the flutter-type instability are presented.

5.2 Conclusions

Important conclusions arrived at as a result of this thesis can be conveniently grouped into two

categories: analytical methods and dynamic analysis.

Analytical Methods

(") A direct method using a formula is presented for the first time to find the formal adjoini

of a differential matrix operator.

(b) A modal expansion technique applied to matrix operators is proposed for the first time as

a unified method to solve non self-adjoint systems as well as self-adjoint systems.

(") A series type solution is obtained for the first time to solve the eigenvalue problem of

a variable coeffi.cient difierential equation for a spinning Timoshenko beam subjected to

follower forces.

Dynamic Analysis

(a) It was known before that the forward and backward precession mode shapes are identical
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for a spinning Timoshenko be^- wiih the simply-supported boundary condition. In this

thesis, it is found that the forward a,nd backward precession mode shapes are different for

a spinning Timoshenko ber."' with the general boundary conditions.

(b) For the simply-supported spinning Timosheko beam, a linearized expression to calculate

lower frequencies is obtained for the first time. This lineanzed expression is very simple

for engineers to use, yet suffciently accurate for engineering practice.

(c) It is proved mathematically for the first time that the natural frequencies obtained from

the inertial fr".t''e formulation and the rotating frame formulation are different by the

spin-rate O, while the mode shapes obtained from these two approaches remain the sa.rne.

(d) It was proven before that for a spinning Timoshenko beam with the simply-supported

boundary condition, there only exist forward critical speeds. In this thesis, this conclusion

is extended to a spinning Timoshenko beam with the general classical boundary conditions.

(e) It is known that the presence of the follower forces tends to make a stationary beam stifier.

In this thesis, it is shown that the presence of the follower forces also makes a spinning

beam stiffer.

(f) The critical points at which the system loses fl.utter instability are presented for the first

time for a spinning Timoshenko beam subjected to follower forces.

(h) When the spinning Timoshenko beam is under the action of ihe the concentrated fol-

lower forces and distribuied follower forces separately, the primary defl.ection decreases

exponentially with time under the exponentially decreasing external load. Ilowever, un-

der the combined action of the concentrated and distributed follower forces, the primary

defl.ections do not necessarily exhibit such a trend.

(i) It is found thai the secondary deflections do not decrease exponentially with time. They
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oscillate back and forth.

5.3 Recommendation for Future 'Work

(a) The dyna'nic analysis of a spinning Timoshenko be^."t system with general classical bound-

ary conditions can be extended to such a system with more general boundary conditions,

such as an elastic foundation or a bearing support.

(b) Internal and external damping can be taken into account for such a spinning Timoshenko

be".rn system.

(c) The dynamic analysis of a spinning Timoshenko beam subjected to follower forces can be

extended to a spinning Timoshenko ber.'.' system with the free-free bounda,ry condition.

(d) Experimental investigations.
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APPENDIX

NOMENCLATUR,E
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A cross-sectional area

E Young's modulus

G shear modulus

I tra.nsverse moment of inertia of a circular cross-section

Ix moment of inertia about OX axis

Iy moment of inertia about OY axis

Ixv product of inertia about OX, OY axes

Iq moment of inertia about O( axis

In moment of inertia about Oq a,ns

J inertia tensor

tKl generalized stiffness matrix

[7f.] adjoint matrix of the generalized stiffness matrix

L linear operator

L* formal adjoint of linear operator -t

I length of the beam

lMl generalized mass matrix

lM-l adjoint matrix of the generalized mass matrix

Prn magnitude of moving load

{P} external load vector in the inertial frame

p complex load in the inertial frame

px,¡ pyt external forces in the OX and OY directions
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pz¡ py¡ external forces in the Ot and Og directions

A concentrated follower force

Q* generalized force

A non-dimensional concentrated follower force, Q /Q"

Q" critical concentrated follower force, 79.7781/12

q distributed follower force

q non-dimensional distributed follower force, qf q.

ec critical distributed follower force, Qc : 40.0581/13

gn generalized coordinates

R, matrix of the direction cosines

R1 first rotation matrix

Rz second rotation matrix

R3 third rotation matrix

rs radius of gyratioo, 1flÃ

T kinetic erergy

T, relative kinetic energy formed from rotating frame

Ts gyroscopic kinetic energy formed from rotating fr".me

T" centrifugal kinetic energy formed from rotating fr'me

T translational kinetic energ-y formed from inertia frame

T, rotational kinetic energy formed from inertia frrme

t time variable
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U

a.

complex variable of transverse deflections in the inertial fr"t''e

elastic potential energy

complex va¡iable of transverse defl.ections in the rotating frame

transverse deflection along OX direction

transverse defl.ection along OY direction

tra.nsverse deflection along O¿ direction

transverse deflection along Oy direction

static displacement

speed of the moving load

critical speed of the Load, þc ll)

ux

uY

uE

u!

u0

v

V""

ar

ag

v

Wv

Wut

{w}

we

{w},"

{w*},.

{-}

d

translational velocity of the mass center along Oø

translational velocity of the mass center along Ogr

velocity vector

mode shapes associated with t/ component

mode shapes associated wiih ìf component

state vector of the inertial frame

work done by external forces

ml/z eigenvector of the real system

múlr. eigenvector of the adjoint system

state vector of the rotating fr"rne

load speed parameter, VlV,

direction

direction
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,l

À

À*

B

ó(

e

o

p

î

óx

óv

ó"

óc

,þx

,þv

,þ"

,þ,

v

,þ

o

Rayleigh beatt' coefficient, rirs f I

Dirac delta function

non-dimensional length, zf I

angular velocity matrix

shear coefficient

eigenvalues

eigenvalues of the adjoint system

non-dimensional critical speed

mass density

imaginary time variable

shear angle in OX Z plane

shear angle in, OY Z plane

shear angle in Oæz plane

shear angle in Ogz plane

bending angle in, OX Z plane

bending angle in OY Z plane

bending angle in Orz plane

bending angle in Oyz plane

complex variable of bending angles in the inertial frame

complex variable of bending angles in the rotating frame

spin rate
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O non-dimensional rotational speed

u natural frequency

u)n núl¿ natural frequency

@to at-rest fundamental natural frequency

d, angular velocity vector

u€ angular velocit¡ { component

t¿q angular velocit¡ 4 component

uC angular velocity, ( component
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